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The Judgment for the Living – The Central Topic of the Shepherd’s Rod Message
And The Coming “Revival and Reformation” Predicted by V.T. Houteff
May 2021
A RESPONSE TO ROB PERALTA
My response, TL Caldwell, mainly in BLUE with RED (emphasis), and dark blue (different type) for
separation clarity. VTH and EGW quotes in blue/dark blue italics. Bro. Peralta’s original comments, or
quotes from responder (TL Caldwell), are in green italic and black (inherit type) a different type
(originally). In addressing the various points in this discussion, it is intended to keep the truth as ‘simple’
as possible, free from complicated explanations or any attempt to explain away a point, in some cases,
that is valid yet may be incomplete or blind-sided by the questioner, Bro. Peralta. May the Spirit of Love
abide. May the Spirit of Truth prevail.
Rob, I took the time to carefully read your statements, your disagreements with my position, and carefully
read your quotations from Brother Houteff to understand exactly what you are trying to present and
determine if it was a true application.

From Bro. Peralta (Rob P./questioner):
Recently we posted the following image on FB to which we received a majority of well intended likes.
However we received a rebuttal from Tom Caldwell, who is a long time Branch Davidian proclaimer.
What we would like to do in this series is step by step address his points and see where they lead–Truth or
meandering falsehood. In this part one we’ll show his comments and points he wishes to establish and make
our points below his.
“This is a false image of the last two message-movements, after 1915. This image actually leaves out The
Rod Message, Revelation 7. There is NO image of this kind, incomplete, in The Rod Message. Each
message is represented by an angel, one angel. Victor Houteff depicts the Revelation 7 Angel and the
Revelation 18 Angel as two distinct Angels on two of his charts, a total of FIVE Angels. Victor Houteff’s
message was not the Revelation 18 message as he points out in 1SR32. But he did announce the coming
of the Revelation 18 Angel, just as John the Baptist announced Christ.
Remember ALL “FIVE distinct messages” (WLF 10-11) must come to the church FIRST, then to the world,
else there is no type for the complete message to the world. A message must be in the church that brings
the seal of the NEW NAME of Jesus or else there will be no 144,000, a triple sealing message as
Revelation 3:12 reveals, as Ellen White quotes in EW15. When Ellen White was shown “that OTHER
Angel” (after the Third Angel) she was seeing only the next message to come. She was not given any
more than Inspiration revealed needful for her time.
Promote the true image of the Angels that Brother Houteff actually depicted.”
First, let’s zoom in on that angel in 1931. Who is that? Do you notice what he is holding in his right hand? The
seal. This angel depiction is the actual angel in charge of sealing, in other words the date 1931 was the
beginning of the sealing. This sealing message had arrived. Thus Caldwell is pulling something out of nothing.
This chart does not prove any false hood with the posted angel on top of the earth. As we shall discover in our
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reports this 1931 sealing message turns into the next Angel message of Rev. 18:1.

Response begin (TL Caldwell):
Firstly, I want to state for the record, that I do not teach “Tom Caldwell’s BRANCH theology” but rather
The BRANCH Message, a message with TIME and type, that came through Brother Benjamin Roden who
was a fellow Rod message believer during Victor Houteff’s lifetime, the last few years, who was raised
up only a few months after Victor Houteff’s passing in 1955. Ben Roden lived with his family for a brief
time at Old Mt. Carmel. Brother Houteff put Brother Roden in charge of the Mt. Carmel gardens. The
BRANCH was not some upstart message but rather answered to the direct description of the message as
announced by Victor Houteff in 1TG8:24, which states:
“Who is to bring this revival and reformation, this great change – The BRANCH.” Victor Houteff
addresses this new message of 1955 in a number of statements, as an announcement of the final
message, not the message itself, the Eleventh Hour message, but an announcement of that message.
Important events are typically ‘announced’ so that the hearers will not miss the message or the event,
a major event, such as the opening of the Judgment for the Living, the actual date, which Victor
Houteff stated in a few places, must be known ahead of the event. Victor Houteff actually presents
the YEAR that the Judgment for the Living would convene, just as William Miller was shown the actual
year, after a calendar date correction was revealed, for the Judgment of his day to begin, or open, the
Judgment for the Dead, October 22, 1844.
Bro. Rob, the point I make with the NEW image of the Revelation 18 Angel, standing over the earth,
produced by an unnamed Davidian, is to show that Victor Houteff never produced such an image
himself, but rather Victor Houteff depicted the Revelation 18 Angel, yet future, as a separate and
distinct Angel, apart from the Revelation 7 Angel, of all things, exactly as Victor Houteff depicted on his
charts, which Victor Houteff states clearly on 1SR32 and other statements that his message was the
Revelation 7 Angel and nothing more. Why would any Davidian produce such an image, altering Victor
Houteff’s Inspired depiction of the TWO Angels, Revelation 7 Angel and the Revelation 18 Angel? Victor
Houteff’s message was in verity the Revelation 7 Angel, to bring the message that would (ultimately)
seal the 144,000. The message of Revelation 18 was the loud cry message to the church, then to the
world, as The BRANCH Message was, is and will be. The whole Adventist Message is ultimately, or in
finality, about Christ, His New Name and the Judgment for the Living, not about antitypical John the
Baptist, Elijah-John, just as the 1888 Message was about Christ, not the messengers. Here the people
go again, Davidians and SDA, rejecting Christ. Second testing message since 1888, failed, again.
The other difference between the Revelation 7 Angel and the Revelation 18 Angel(s) is that they are two
distinct angels in the Revelation 14 presentation of the Three Angels, and their repeat phases. The
Revelation 14:15 Angel, The Rod Message, was always understood as the REPEAT of the First Angel, as
he states in WHR37, the Angel “presently….” in Victor Houteff’s time. The Revelation 18 Angel is, as any
student of prophecy will notice, is NOT the First Angel, but rather the SECOND Angel, that is, using the
Three Angels of 1840 to 1844 as our prophetic model and Advent TYPE for today. Three distinct
Messages, yet TWO distinct Movements culminating in 1844.
The Third Angel of 1844 was and IS the FIRST sealing message to the Advent people. The first two
angels from 1831 to October of 1844 were TESTING truths, not sealing truths. Each message is intended
to purify the Advent body step by step. Davidians after Victor Houteff’s passing in February of 1955
think that The Rod Message constituted the final testing truth message, when in fact there are TWO
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more angels bought to view in that latter half of Revelation14 AFTER verse 15, which is The Rod
message. THEN the Revelation 18 message is brought to view several chapters later, with the same
language at the Revelation 14 Angels, “and … ANOTHER Angel …” which constitutes SEVEN Angels in
total since 1840, since William Miller.
Here is Ellen White’s statement on the first sealing message, which is in verity the THIRD Angel of 1844,
the Sabbath Seal among the Advent people. Both the Sabbath along with the Sanctuary message
constituted the sealing message of 1844, the first seal that the 144,000 must have when it is time for the
144,000 to be “sealed and perfectly united” (EW15) as “living saints”. It took 110 years of Advent
Movement history for all three sealing messages to arrive so that the 144,000 could be sealed and
gathered.
The Sabbath Is the Issue in the Final Conflict—The Sabbath is the great test question. It is the line of
demarcation between the loyal and true and the disloyal and transgressor. This Sabbath God has
enjoined, and those who claim to be commandment keepers, who believe that they are now under the
proclamation of the third angel’s message, will see the important part the Sabbath of the fourth
commandment holds in that message. It is the seal of the living God. They will not lessen the claims of
the Sabbath to suit their business of convenience.—Manuscript 34, 1897. {3SM 423.2}
Why is this important to know, to acknowledge and remember? Because there are THREE sealing truths
in total that account for ALL SIX Angels of Revelation 14 since 1844, not just three, not just four, not just
five but rather SIX Angels, yet, “five distinct messages prior to the Advent” WLF 10-11. Victor Houteff’s
message was message #4 in the total count of Angels of Revelation 14, verse 15.
The questioner continues (Rob P.):
“Victor Houteff’s message was not the Revelation 18 message as he points out in 1SR32. But he did
announce the coming of the Revelation 18 Angel, just as John the Baptist announced Christ.”
Let’s carefully look at SR, 1, p.32 —
“To get the proper understanding of the third angel’s message we shall divide it into three periods: (1)
Beginning of the proclamation of the true Sabbath, Rev. 14:6-11; (2) Reformation, and sealing of the
144,000, Rev. 7:1-8; (3) The Loud Cry, Rev. 18:1. The truth of the sealing (144,000) being made known, it
is evident that we are in the second period. If we had not known the commencement of the third angel’s
message in its beginning, we would have had no message. Therefore, we must know the time of the last
two periods when they came, being of no lesser importance.”
The question comes — is the Lord’s Elijah message from Brother Houteff separate and distinct from the Loud
Cry message of Rev. 18 as Caldwell seems to say? Or is it an extension of the same sealing message?
In first explaining that the Rod message is the “eleventh hour call” message (p.229-230) the Rod states–
“What is the message? The eleventh hour message is none other than Revelation 18 — the loud cry of
the Third Angel… this message is the last that will ever be given to the world; and it will accomplish its
works.” (SRod, vol. 2, p.230)

TL Caldwell --Response Summary points – The BRANCH message:
No Message Can Come Before Its Time – Serious Questions Must be Answered
Addressing the first Davidian misconception overall – The Rod message is NOT, or was not, the Eleventh
Hour message but rather the “Pre Eleventh Hour EXTRA” message, as Tract 1 is titled, YET the
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announcement message of the 11th Hour (1930 message) is connected to the Eleventh Hour message
when it comes, HOWEVER a message cannot come before its TIME! Nor can any message on the
parabolic clock, pertaining to the two judgments (JOD and JOL) come without an ANNOUNCEMENT. Yet,
Brother Victor Houteff was the Elijah for his time, that is, a messenger of the covenant, and one of
SEVERAL which he did state clearly in 1SC4, to be quoted later here. Remember, in the Advent TYPE, in
1844, the First and Second Angels messages were connected yet distinct. William Miller did not bring
the Second Angel’s message but rather one of his associates, Charles Fitch, and it was the Second Angel
in the summer of 1844 that brought the correct TIME of the opening of the Judgment of the Dead.
Davidians do not study Advent TYPE nor are they cognizant of Adventist history and how it applies in the
repeat of the Three Angels messages, verses 15 through 18 of Revelation 14. Also, Davidians have
failed terribly in navigating, or accepting, all SIX Angels brought to view in Revelation 14. Davidians stop
at the Fourth Angel, which is verse 15.
IF THE ELEVENTH HOUR MESSAGE BEGAN IN 1930/1931 THEN THE JUDGMENT FOR THE LIVING
WOULD HAVE BEGUN AT THAT TIME. THE JOL DID NOT BEGIN IN 1930 OR ANY TIME DURING VICTOR
HOUTEFF’S LIFETIME. NO DAVIDIAN WILL SAY THAT THE JUDGMENT FOR THE LIVING BEGAN WITH
THE PUBLISHING OF THE SHEPHERD’S ROD MESSAGE. VICTOR HOUTEFF STATES SEVERAL TIMES THAT
NEITHER THE JUDGMENT FOR THE LIVING, NOR EZEKIEL NINE, HAD BEGAN IN 1930/1931 ---HOWEVER THE SECOND SEALING MESSAGE (since 1844), THE REPEAT OF THE FIRST ANGEL, HAD
BEGUN IN 1930/1931 WHICH IS WHY THE REVELATION 7 ANGEL IS PORTRAYED HAVING THE SEAL OF
THE LIVING GOD IN HIS HAND, NO LESS THAN THE REVELATION 7 MESSAGE, THE SEALING MESSAGE
FOR THE 144,000, …YET -- NONE OF THE 144,000 WERE ACTUALLY SEALED FROM 1929 TO 1955 SINCE
ALL WHO ACCEPTED THE ROD MESSAGE AT THAT TIME, UNTIL VICTOR HOUTEFF’S DEATH IN 1955, ARE
STILL ALIVE TODAY, SAVE TWO VERY OLD DAVIDIANS TODAY. I KNOW BOTH OF THEM. AND BOTH
OF THEM HAVE REJECTED THE “REVIVAL AND REFORMATION” MESSAGE THAT CAME AFTER
FEBRUARY 5, 1955.
THE 144,000 ARE “LIVING SAINTS” (EW15), NOT RESURRECTED SAINTS. THIS IS AN ISSUE THAT
DAVIDIANS HAVE NEVER ADDRESSED IN THEIR CLAIM THAT THE 1930 MESSAGE (ENDING IN 1955) WAS
THE ACTUAL SEALING OF THE 144,000. IT WAS NOT. THOSE WHO DIED ACCEPTING THE ROD MESSAGE
WILL STAND “WITH” THE 144,000, NOT “ONE OF” THE 144,000. THE ROD MESSAGE NEVERTHELESS WAS
THE SECOND SEALING MESSAGE THAT THE “LIVING SAINTS” MUST HAVE TO BE SEALED WHEN THE TIME
HAS COME FOR ALL THREE SEALING MESSAGES AND WILL SEPARATE THE WHEAT FROM THE TARES.
Remember, according to Ellen White, the 144,000 have a THREE FOLD seal to bring them to the point of
being “sealed and perfectly united” as Ellen White states on page 15 of Early Writings. A “SEALING”
could only happen during probationary time. She is quoting Revelation 3:12. The last sealing message,
according to Revelation 3:13 and EW15 is “Jesus New Name” which Victor Houteff states comes at the
end of the 430 years (1SR155). Was the 1929/1930 fulfillment of the 430 years --- the ONLY 430
fulfillment according to Victor Houteff? Answer: NO. He makes several applications to the 430 years
and even makes his application of the 1930 fulfillment tentative, “not exact” on the chart. There were
several applications to follow which can be validated by a hand full of statements by Victor Houteff, not
quoted here.
References on this overall point to follow, DETAILS concerning the Eleventh Hour message and what
happens when the 11th hour strikes on the Matthew 20 parabolic clock:
NEWS FLASH FOR DAVIDIANS 4

When the (parabolic) Eleventh Hour strikes … the JUDGMENT FOR THE LIVING BEGINS – EZEKIEL 9
BEGINS! NOT WITH AN EXECUTIVE SLAUGHTER, BUT WITH A SEPARATION INTO GROUPS, THE
BUNDLING TIME, AS MATTHEW 13 SHOWS. No message can come before its TIME! The parabolic
Eleventh Hour did not begin in 1930! It began in 1955! ---Therefore, was the message given to Victor Houteff the message OF the Judgment of the Living, with a
required date for the Divine summons, or was it ONLY the “announcement” (VTH) of the Judgment for
the Living? The Eleventh-Hour message MUST come with an announcement of the actual beginning
DATE of the JOL! Victor Houteff never gave a date for the JOL beginning, that’s a fact, thus, it is
reasonable to conclude that the Eleventh Hour had not yet begun up until 1955, during the lifetime of
Victor Houteff. This is a fact based on several statements by Victor Houteff. If Brother Houteff did
not “announce” the actual beginning of the JOL and the Eleventh Hour had arrived, then who did?
Davidians today have never considered this important detail in the message. Not until now,
hopefully. Today, Davidians speak in vague generalities of the opening of the Judgment for our day,
the JOL. Davidians today have no plan, no expectation, as to who will announce the opening of the
Judgment, particularly when there are no 430 year applications yet in the future! And the JOL must
open on TIME, based on TIME. Thus said V.T. Houteff.
VTH (emphasis added):
1. Why were the first paid last, and the last first? Answer. -- The pay God's servants receive is eternal
life, and is characterized by the penny. Therefore, those who are granted the assurance of a never
ending life first, are those who were hired last, and according to the parable, it was the company
called at the eleventh hour. They are those who are marked or sealed by the man with the writer's
inkhorn of Ezekiel 9, or as John calls him, the angel with the seal of God; and he sealed, or marked,
144,000. (See Rev. 7.) This glorious company is the first who are granted the assurance of never
tasting death. (See "The Shepherd's Rod," Vol. 1, pp. 22-24.) Thus they are paid first but those who
were called early in the morning (Israel after the flesh) are to be resurrected (the righteous) when
Christ comes in the clouds, at which time they shall be given immortality. "So that the last shall be
first, and the first, last." For this reason, those who were SEALED AND SAVED BY THE THIRD ANGEL'S
MESSAGE SINCE 1844, are resurrected in the special resurrection before Christ comes. (See Dan. 12:2;
"Early Writings," p. 285.) {SR2: 235.2}
You see, the Third Angel of 1844 was a SEALING message, the FIRST sealing message.
2. Is it possible for one to lose out when the message of the Judgment for the Living begins to sound,
though he did not lose out when the message of the Judgment for the Dead sounded? -- The Spirit of
Prophecy answers thus: "We have nothing to fear for the future, except as we shall forget the way the
Lord has led us, and His teaching in our past history." -- ''Life Sketches," p. 196. Yes, this is to be our
only fear. Let us, therefore remember, and make positively sure THAT GOD IS NOW TO LEAD US IN
THE SAME WAY AS HE DID IN 1844 and throughout the ages. Make doubly sure that you follow no
other kind of leadership, that you let no man divert your attention from this straight path -- that you
let no one lead you to believe that God is now leading through every Tom, Dick, and Harry. This we
must not forget if we are to emulate and succeed the saints that have gone before us, and if we expect
to be saved. If we forget this, then as sure as we stand, men will lead us away from God's message
and turn us against His messengers even as the Jewish priests made their followers turn against Christ.
God forbid that we should sin against the Holy Ghost by rejecting His message when It comes to us.
Only by strictly following this Divine command can we be led right and survive the Judgment for the
Living WHEN IT STARTS to "sever the wicked from among the just." Matt. 13:49. {JL2: 3.1}
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3. Moreover, after the judgment of the dead which the Church has been preaching for a number of
years, is over, IF THE CHURCH DOES NOT THEN RECEIVE A NEW MESSAGE, THE MESSAGE OF THE
JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING, SHE WILL HAVE NO MESSAGE, NO OIL, FOR THE TIME OF THE JUDGMENT
OF THE LIVING. {2TG11: 13.1}
As the oil was available to all ten virgins, the parable makes clear that the message of the judgment of
the living is brought to the Church, but that only half the virgins availed themselves of it. WHEN THE
JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING BEGINS AND THE CRY IS MADE, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh: go ye out
to meet Him," they will all arise, but only half of them will gain admittance. The other half will have
sinned against the Holy Spirit, will have rejected His Truth! Consequently, when they knock on the
door, the Bridegroom's answer will be, "I never knew you." What foolishness! and what a
disappointment that will be! {2TG11: 13.2}
Question: Was a “cry” made prior to 1955?
Comment – The BRANCH message, after 1955, has made the cry “Behold the Bridegroom, The
BRANCH, cometh – in the Judgment for the Living, “Go ye OUT to meet him”, or a message of
separation, at least the cry that was connected with a specific date or TIME. This is so because the
Judgment was ACTUALLY about to happen, about to open, within a few months, not years, but
months, and by October 1955 within DAYS of opening. This event Ben Roden announced in finality
and in close proximation of the event in 1955. Victor Houteff’s message was approximate and general
in nature, as was William Miller’s message. Hence, the need for the Second Angel of 1844, and 1855.
Victor Houteff’s message under the First Angel, the first “cry” was not connected to a specific date,
only the YEAR of the Judgment to come, but Davidians never saw this, it was not given to them to see
it in the message. “The Midnight Cry” message came under the Second Angel, both in 1844 and in the
repeat phase in 1955. If you do NOT investigate and accept The Bridegroom’s New Name, a SIX letter
name (1SR155) – you will not be invited nor permitted into The Bridegrooms Wedding or reception.
The BRANCH message under Benjamin Roden was able to make this “Midnight Cry” because The
BRANCH knew The Bridegroom’s New Name and addressed Him accordingly and thereby the Branch
members then (1955) received the TIME of the Judgment for the Living . The Bridegroom CAME in
JUDGMENT to the church in 1955 just as Jesus came to the church, the Advent people, in 1844. It is
very inconsiderate to address someone by other than their real name, even a former name or not
their real name, when you have been told. You will be locked out of the Wedding when you arrive at
the door, even if you have got the “extra oil”, but too late. If you do not know The Bridegroom’s
NAME (New Name) then you do not even KNOW just Who He is! Carefully consider.
This, you see, is not man's theory, Brother, Sister. It is God's plain Truth. How sad the case, then, for
those who are not only neglecting their own vessels, but are even preventing others from getting the
extra oil now while it is dispensed to all. Indeed, there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth unless
all the lukewarm Laodiceans now at their first opportunity change their minds about being rich and
increased with goods and in need of nothing. {2TG11: 13.3}
4. Moreover, as the first phase of the Judgment passes with the sixth chapter of Revelation, the
second phase begins with the seventh chapter; that is, IT BEGINS WITH THE SEALING OF THE LIVING
SAINTS, the first fruits. It is the "great day" for the righteous. {TN15: 58.2}
Comment – The “Seventh Seal” period did not begin in 1930. When the Seventh Seal opens, there is a
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separation, a sifting of church members, a distinct division of the harvest fruits. You see, the “sealing
of the living saints” is the beginning of Ezekiel 9, not a slaughter. Ezekiel 9 begins with a sealing, not a
slaughter, which is why the first Ezekiel 9 Angel has a sealing instrument in his hand. Ezekiel 9 begins
with a sealing, not a slaughter! Why do Davidians persist in thinking and teaching that Ezekiel 9
begins with an executive slaughter? Frankly, The Rod message was an announcement of Revelation
7, the sealing of the 144,000 because none of them were sealed in Brother Houteff’s lifetime. 99.9
percent of them have long been laid to rest. Don’t think about that too hard.
4. Plainly these verses foretell that the Lord is to send Elijah the prophet before the great and dreadful
day of the Lord, BEFORE the judgment of the living members of His church begins, before the
separating of the "tares" from the "wheat," the bad "fish" from the good. Then He purifies the sons of
Levi -- the ministry. God assures us that before this work begins, He will send His messenger, the
messenger of the promise, Elijah the prophet. {2TG11: 18.1}
Comment – There is more than one “Elijah” application, more than one “messenger of the covenant”
per a statement by Victor Houteff later in this response.
5. For over a century we as Seventh-day Adventists have been preaching the work of the Judgment for
the Dead, and should now with ease see that WHEN the Judgment for the Living BEGINS it is to
separate the saints from the sinners -- the wheat from the tares (Matt. 13:30), the good fish from the
bad fish (Matt. 13:47, 48), the sheep from the goats (Matt. 25:32-46), the wise virgins from the foolish
ones (Matt. 25:1-13). {1TG5: 8.4}
Plainly then, Isaiah 3:1-4 reveals that among those who are found wanting, are some of the mighty
men, men of war, judges and prophets (teachers of religion), prudent and ancients, captains and
honorables, counsellors and cunning artificers and eloquent orators, and that God is not a respecter of
persons, but only of penitent sinners; that He is not dependent on so-called great men. {1TG5: 8.5}
Those who have been exalting themselves and who have thus caused His people to follow learned
men instead of Inspiration and thus the Lord's advancing Truth, are all to be carried away as chaff!
{1TG5: 8.6}
6. Isa. 3:13, 14 -- "The Lord standeth up to plead, and standeth to judge the people. The Lord will
enter into judgment with the ancients of His people, and the princes thereof: for ye have eaten up the
vineyard; the spoil of the poor is in your houses." {1TG5: 21.2}
This scripture emphatically declares that the Lord is pleading while He stands to judge the people,
showing that the Judgment of the Living begins AFTER THIS ANNOUNCEMENT of it has sounded
throughout Laodicea. End quote. Read it again, Brethren.
“This ANNOUNCEMENT” was The Rod message. But, The Rod gave no date for the JOL. Fairly important
detail one would think, but the general “announcement” was not supposed to give the actual date, or it
would have. Irrefutable logic that another message was to come. The actual date was to be part of
the Eleventh Hour message itself, that is, when it, the 11th Hour, first began (1955). The Rod message
was the “announcement” of the Eleventh Hour, hence, “PRE Eleventh Hour EXTRA…”, which according
to the message Victor Houteff gave was essential, THEREFORE PART OF THE ELEVENTH HOUR MESSAGE,
but not specifically that message since no date was given before February 5, 1955. This is so because
the Second Angel’s message in the summer of 1844 was part of Millerite message, part of the First Angel
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in verity, yet distinct and separate. In the Advent type and antitype, our local type, another messenger
gave the exact date for the Judgement of the Dead, just as another messenger gave the exact date for
the Judgment of the Living. Bro. Rob, please learn this. Learn the type and antitype of the messages
since 1844, the initial and repeat phases, … else, just as Victor Houteff stated in 2SR164, 220, you “have
no message”.
This is exactly why Brother Houteff depicted the Revelation 7 Angel and the Revelation 18 Angel as
distinct and separate Angels (messages) on three of his charts. V.T. Houteff knew his local types going
back to 1844. Victor Houteff never combined the Revelation 7 Angel and the Revelation 18 Angel. It is
wickedness to alter a message or its artistic renditions in the charts. We should all sigh and cry for this
abomination.
Question: What comes “after this announcement”, that is, to give the actual date of the opening of
the Judgment of the Living? Was The Rod message this “announcement”? Yes, it was, announcing
the soon opening of the Judgment of the Living as was also the case in 1831 through the summer of
1844. According to 2SR220 & 164 the Judgment of the Living must be KNOWN AHEAD OF TIME to be
“legal and just”. But the Shepherd’s Rod message never gave the actual date of the opening of the
Judgment for the Living, nor the beginning of Ezekiel 9, which is an investigation after the beginning
initial warning of the 1955 message of the Judgment for the Living, a testing truth message, the Third
Step of the Advent Movement. The THIRD Step begins with the Second Angel, who announces the
TIME of the opening of the Judgment. Davidians were given this message as a “revival and
reformation” after the unexpected passing of Brother Houteff.
7. Plainly, then, the trouble lies in the fact that though the laity as a rule pay faithful tithe and
offerings God nevertheless is robbed because the Denomination is taking the tithes and at the same
time is fighting rather than accepting and promulgating His message for today -- the Judgment for the
Living. His money is used to cheat His people from His Truth instead of enlightening them with It -keeping His people in darkness and deception, even barring them from investigating the message of
the hour for themselves. What a charge! {2TG30: 17.4}
In the above statement, Victor Houteff relates that his message was that of the “Judgment for the
Living” --- only because he was giving the announcement of its soon opening, per Divine requirement
(2SR164, 220), a Divine summons to the church --- to appear, to accept the message and respect the
messenger. Victor Houteff’s message was part of the message of the Judgment for the Living just as
William Miller’s message was part of the Third Angel’s message (2nd and 3rd Angels). Neither of these
former messengers gave the exact date of the opening of the Judgment of the Living, however. The
exact date for the opening of the Judgment was given to the next messenger, as well predicted by The
Rod message. The actual date for both Judgments was 1844 and 1955. But it took Ben Roden to show
the Judgment of the Living date, straight from The Rod, the year, however, with the exact calendar
date, which only Inspiration could give in 1955.
8. When the judgment opened in 1844, as previously explained, the investigation began with the
dead, and when that part of the work is finished, then commences the judgment of the living. While
the investigation for the congregation of the dead is in progress, there can be no separation among
the congregation of the living. But when our High Priest shall begin the atonement for the living,
there must be a message of present truth -- sounding of the trumpet -- URGING EVERY ONE TO LAY
HOLD ON THE LAMB OF GOD (CHRIST) by which only, can he in figure, come to the sanctuary, confess
his sin and secure his life. Unless the close of the judgment for the dead and the commencement for
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the living be made known to us, we would have no present truth while the judgment for the living is in
session. Neither would such judgment be legal or just. HE WHO FAILS TO RESPOND TO THE HEAVENLY
SUMMONS, WILL BE LEFT WITHOUT THE SEAL OR COVERING OF GOD, AND THEREFORE MUST BE CUT
OFF FROM AMONG HIS PEOPLE, AS PREFIGURED BY THE SERVICES IN THE TYPICAL DAY OF
ATONEMENT. {SR2: 164.1}
In the above statement, we can see V.T. Houteff taught to look for “a message of present truth”
“WHEN…shall begin the atonement for the living” – a “MESSAGE of present truth”. How could any
Davidian deny this fact?
But Davidians today do not teach this, a major point directly from The Rod. Without the actual date of
the Judgment for the Living, that date is in a perpetual holding pattern, never landing, never arriving,
never to be accounted for. Davidians today think this cloak of deception will hold. It won’t.
Also, in the above statement, there is a “separation” between harvest classes, not yet a “slaughter”.
There is a difference as brought out in the Matthew 13 parable. The “Lamb of God” in the above
statement is none other than The BRANCH, in a message bearing His New Name.
9. "The third angel's message" in its former phase, the Judgment for the Dead, was unfolded to the
Denomination by one person, the founder of the Denomination, and that one directed other colaborers. So must it be with respect to the message in its latter phase, the Judgment for the Living.
Moreover, since the first part of the third angel's message, the Judgment for the Dead, neither
comprises the last
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message nor ends the Judgment, but instead covers only THE FIRST PHASE OF IT, THEN THE LAST PART
OF THE THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE, the Judgment for the Living, is necessarily THE LAST MESSAGE and
the final phase of the Judgment. In fact, the Three Angels' Messages are applicable to the Judgment
for the Dead only indirectly, for the Judgment for the Living is THE ALL-IMPORTANT EVENT; that is, the
angel is not sent particularly to explain what the Judgment does to the dead, but what it is to do to
the living. {GCS: 38.6}
Did Brother Houteff give us the date for opening of the Judgment of the Living? No, he did not give us
this date. Therefore, The Rod message was NOT the message of the JOL but only the general
“announcement” of its imminence, its soon opening.
Question: Was Victor Houteff’s message the “Third Angel”, or “the LAST” message. Answer: No, quite
apparently, because Victor Houteff’s message was ONLY the FIRST ANGEL in the repeat and final phase
of the First Angel. You will not find a word in The Rod that Victor Houteff’s message was any other than
the First Angel (WHR37). So then why did Brother Houteff state in the above quote that the Third Angel
is “the LAST”, exactly as Ellen White stated in The Great Controversy!
Notice, in the above statement, that it is the “Third Angel” that brings the Judgment for the Living, not
the First Angel, in his repeat phase beginning in 1930. However, IT WAS THE SECOND ANGEL THAT
GAVE THE EXACT DATE FOR THE OPENING OF THE JUDGMENT IN 1844, as well as “the Midnight Cry”
message of Matthew 25 (see references). Victor Houteff’s message was ONLY the repeat of the First
Angel (WHR37), NOT the Third Angel or the Second Angel (Rev. 14). Every Angel of Revelation 14 is
ANOTHER message and another messenger!
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So, when Davidians say that Victor Houteff’s message was “the LAST” message, they must understand it
was the LAST announcement of the Judgment (to come), that for the LIVING saints, and nothing more.
Since Victor Houteff did not give the exact date, or YEAR, for the opening of the JOL then, obviously,
there must be another message after Victor Houteff’s time to give that exact date, just as was seen in
1844, with the Midnight Cry message in the summer of 1844, when an associate of Miller gave the exact
date for the coming of Christ (in Judgment only, not visibly, but bookwork in the Heavenly Sanctuary).
That message given through Charles Fitch in the summer of 1844 gave the exact date for Miller’s
judgment message.
Two dates were given in 1844, one in the spring and one in the fall. A correction was made and
accepted. Up to that time only the YEAR was proclaimed, and that was changed from the year 1843 to
the year 1844, when Miller discovered his mistake in numbering of the year or calendar time. See
references below. The Advent TYPE of the 1844 messages, all three angels, is the pattern for the
antitype in our day, beginning in 1930, the beginning of the REPEAT of the Three Angels as they apply to
the Judgment of the Living. Victor Houteff’s message was ONLY the First Angel (repeated). He stated
this in White House Recruiter 37.
EGW – The Second Angel of 1844:
Hope Renewed
Our hopes now centered on the coming of the Lord in 1844. This was also the time for the message of
the second angel, who, flying through the midst of heaven, cried, “Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that
great city.” Revelation 14:8. That message was first proclaimed by the servants of God in the summer
of 1844. As a result, many left the fallen churches. In connection with this message the “midnight cry”
[See Matthew 25:1-13.] was given: “Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Him.” In every
part of the land light was given concerning this message, and the cry aroused thousands. It went from
city to city, from village to village, and into the remote country regions. It reached the learned and
talented, as well as the obscure and humble. { LS 59.1}
Chapter 24—The Second Angel’s Message
The churches would not receive the light of the first angel’s message, and as they rejected the light
from heaven they fell from the favor of God. They trusted in their own strength, and placed
themselves by their opposition to the first message where they could not see the light of the second
angel’s message. But the beloved of God, who were oppressed, answered to the message, Babylon is
fallen, and left the fallen churches. { 1SG 140.1 }
Near the close of the second angel’s message, I saw a great light from heaven shining upon the people
of God. The rays of this light seemed bright as the sun. And I heard the voices of angels crying, Behold
the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet him! { 1SG 140.2 }
The midnight cry was given to give power to the SECOND angel’s message. Angels were sent from
heaven to wake up the discouraged saints, and prepare them for the great work before them. The
most talented men were not the first to receive this message. Angels were sent to the humble,
devoted ones, and constrained them to raise the cry, Behold the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to
meet him. Those entrusted with the cry made haste, and in the power of the Holy Spirit spread the cry,
and aroused their discouraged brethren. This cry did not stand in the wisdom and learning of men, but
in the power of God, and his saints who heard the cry could not resist it. The most spiritual received
this message first, and those who had formerly led in the work were the last to receive and help swell
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the cry, Behold the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet him. { 1SG 140.3 }
In every part of the land, light was given upon the second angel’s message, and the cry was melting
down thousands. It went from city to city, and from village to village, until the waiting people of God
were fully aroused. Many would not permit this message to enter the churches, and a large company
who had the living testimony within them left the fallen churches. A mighty work was accomplished
by the midnight cry. The message was heart-searching, and led the believers to seek a living
experience for themselves. They knew that they could not lean upon one another. { 1SG 141.1 }
The saints anxiously waited for their Lord with fasting, watching and almost CONSTANT PRAYER.
Chapter 17—The Midnight Cry
“While the bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and slept. And at midnight there was a cry made,
Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him. Then all those virgins arose, and trimmed
their lamps.” [Matthew 25:5-7.] { 4SP 248.1 }
In the summer of 1844, Adventists discovered the mistake in their former reckoning of the prophetic
periods, and settled upon the correct position. The 2300 days of Daniel 8:14, which all believed to
extend to the second coming of Christ, had been thought to end in the spring of 1844; but it was now
seen that this period extended to the autumn of the same year, and the minds of Adventists were
fixed upon this point as the time for the Lord’s appearing. The proclamation of this time message was
another step in the fulfillment of the parable of the marriage, whose application to the experience of
Adventists had already been clearly seen. As in the parable the cry was raised at midnight announcing
the approach of the bridegroom, so in the fulfillment, midway between the spring of 1844, when it
was first supposed that the 2300 days would close, and the autumn of 1844, at which time it was
afterward found that they were really to close, such a cry was raised, in the very words of Scripture:
“Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him.” { 4SP 248.2 }
Like a tidal wave the movement swept over the land. From city to city, from village to village, and into
remote country places it went, until the waiting people of God were fully aroused. Before this
proclamation, fanaticism disappeared, like early frost before the rising sun. Believers once more found
their position, and hope and courage animated their hearts. The work was free from those extremes
which are ever manifested when there is human excitement without the controlling influence of the
word and Spirit of God. It was similar in character to those seasons of humiliation and returning unto
the Lord which among ancient Israel followed messages of reproof from his servants. It bore the
characteristics which mark the work of God in every age. There was little ecstatic joy, but rather deep
searching of heart, confession of sin, and forsaking of the world. A preparation to meet the Lord was
the burden of agonizing spirits. There was persevering prayer, and unreserved consecration to God. {
4SP 249.1 }
Comment -- This event in the 1844 rise of the Second Angel’s message pointed forward to our day, as
James White wrote in WLF that the latter message would be a “message of prayer” when the exact
TIME of the Judgment was made known, both in 1844 and in 1955. This was living history to
Davidians at the time, but only a few would see it and embrace it. Interesting, the early Adventists
had noticed right after the First Angel there was to come a [the] SECOND Angel, then finally, after the
Great Disappointment, a [the] Third Angel. The whole second half of Revelation 14, beginning with
verse 15, repeats this development of the Three Angels in their repeat phase.
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10. Since the promised Elijah is to be the LAST prophet to the church today, AS John the Baptist was
the last prophet to the church in his day, and since the last work on earth is the Judgment for the
Living, the truth stands forth like the light of day that
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Elijah's message is the message of the Judgment for the Living, THE LAST, which IN THE VERY NATURE
OF THE GOSPEL is of far more importance and consequence than any other message ever borne to a
people. {GCS: 23.3}
Comment – The above statement is the total CONTEXT of what Victor Houteff meant when he wrote
“the last”. Again, and again, if The Rod message was “the last” message ever to come to the church,
then it would have given the actual opening date for the Judgment of the Living. It, The Rod, did not,
therefore, was not, “the last” message, because, as he states in 2SR164 that when our Great High
Priest begins the “atonement for the living” there “must be a message of present truth”, and again,
“Unless the close of the judgment for the dead and the commencement for the living BE MADE
KNOWN TO US, we would have no present truth while the judgment for the living is in session.
Neither would such judgment be legal or just.” 2SR164. This should be simple and direct evidence
and reasoning, which it is, but Davidians today are in their holding pattern, waiting for something, but
will soon run out of fuel and be forced to land when the Matthew 25 parable reaches its final end.
“In the very nature of the Gospel”, showing the direct explanation of just what “THE LAST” prophet
was, in type and antitype, Elijah-John, THEN Elijah-Christ. I will present this fully in the final
statement by Victor Houteff in the next few pages. Elijah-John WAS the LAST prophet to the Jewish
church, their FINAL warning to prepare the way for the Messiah, Who was imminent. “THEN came
Christ,…” VTH – AB 2:80.
Those Adventists today, those Davidians today, that cannot accept the message of Christ’s
righteousness in the message of “Jesus New Name” that came in 1955 will NOT be ready for His
appearing and could not be ready. They will not be SEALED, thus not ready.
The question naturally arises now as to what is the nature of the Judgment for the Living. SINCE ALL
OF US SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS ARE ACQUAINTED WITH THE WORK OF THE JUDGMENT FOR THE
DEAD, WE SHOULD HAVE NO DIFFICULTY DETERMINING THE NATURE OF THE JUDGMENT FOR THE
LIVING. WE KNOW THAT THE FORMER IS TO SEPARATE, in the books above, the names of the
backsliders and sinners from the names of the penitent and the enduring who are among the dead. It
removes only their names, because their bodies are non-existent. We know, too, that it is to
determine whom Heaven is to bring forth from their graves in the first resurrection (Rev. 20:6), and
whom to leave till the postmillennial resurrection (Rev. 20:5). Accordingly, then, for what else could
the Judgment for the Living be but to "cast out" bodily THE STILL LIVING sinners from among the
penitent, as is FIGURATIVELY shown in the parable of the net -- the separation of the bad fish from the
good. {GCS: 24.4}
11. Now, since the message of the Judgment for the Living is of far greater importance than the
message of the Judgment for the Dead, it is but expected that the Bible will have more to say about
the latter than the former. This is so because the Judgment for the Living has to do with the living
themselves, with the message bearers, rather than with the dead. In importance, therefore, there is
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no comparison between the two. How will we get the message of the Judgment for the Living?-- {JL2:
2.2}
The answer is clear to all: We will get it in THE SAME WAY we got the one in 1844. Since it then
came through Inspiration and through God's own chosen instrumentality, it is certain that the
additional message ("Early Writings," p. 277), too, is to come in the same way; that is, by inspiration
through God's own chosen agency. Indeed Truth is never revealed in any other way but by Inspiration.
See 2 Peter 1:20. {JL2: 2.3}
Comment -- If there was no other message to come after February 5, 1955, then some Davidian today,
through INSPIRATION, which requires the office of a “President”, WILL, of necessity, reveal and proclaim
the opening date of the Judgment of the Living. Let’s not hold our breath on that hope among Davidians
today. Today, it is a waiting game for Davidians, as to who will give the actual date of the opening of
the Judgment for our day. Problem is, Victor Houteff stated in 2SR164 that the date would be based on
the 430 years prophecy. Those final applications of the 430 year from the beginning of the Protestant
Reformation are long past, 65 years long past. There is no other way, but through “Inspiration”, the
office of Inspiration, for a new message, since Victor Houteff did not give us the exact date, but then,
this is according to Advent TYPE since William Millar did NOT give the exact date for the opening of the
JOD, in 1844. But Victor Houteff did state that the time of the JOL “must be made known”. But NO
Davidian today has made such an announcement for a date of the opening of the Judgement, even 65
years too late. Certainly, no Davidian in the USA, but even if one did, he had no time or type, no Second
Angel message claim, and was just another false prophet.
Important to note: In the messages of 1844, the First Angel, the Second Angel and the Third Angel,
there was not a 65 years span of time between the giving of the First Angel and the rise of the Second
Angel. So too in the repeat phase of the Three Angels beginning in 1930. When the First Angel repeat
ended his message in 1955 the rise of the Second Angel came within a few months.
12. There is not, moreover, either scripture or church history to show that the judgment began in or
before John's time. And still further, as the first angel's message was never preached before 1844,
then when the judgment hour came, this angel's message ----the message concerning the judgment ---went forth. {TN3: 115.2}
The investigative judgment being in two sections (the first, devoted to the dead; the second, to the
living) , THE FACT IS EVIDENCED THAT THOUGH THE FIRST, THE SECOND, AND THE THIRD ANGEL'S
MESSAGES (REV. 14:6-12) APPLY DIRECTLY TO THE PERIOD OF THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING, they
must also, though indirectly, apply to the period of the judgment of the dead. In this relation only,
except as a warning of coming events, have they been preached since 1844. When, therefore, the
judgment of the living commences and the image of the beast is fully made up, then these messages
are, with a
Tract No. 3 115
loud cry, to be repeated as present truth concerning the living instead of the dead. {TN3: 115.3}
Comment – Bro. Rob, WHY are not Davidians today proclaiming “the FIRST, the SECOND, and the THIRD
ANGEL’S messages” today, that “apply directly to the period of the judgment of the living” to the church
first? Is this not what Victor Houteff states above, in red? Davidians today are only proclaiming the
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repeat of the First Angel, The Rod message! Answer: Because Davidians have no Inspiration, or do not
accept any Inspiration, to know and proclaim these TWO OTHER Angels in their repeat phase, the
Second and Third Angels messages that began to sound in the Spring of 1955. It could not be any
simpler and direct how the messages are to unfold AGAIN, beginning in 1930.
13. In this parable it is seen that the church is likened to ten virgins, five of whom do not avail
themselves of extra oil -- special Truth for this time, that is, these five do not give heed to the truth of
the Judgment of the living, the separation or purification of the church. When the cry is made,
"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Him," all ten virgins see that the light of their
lamps is going out; they see that the message of the Judgment of the dead is passing. Quickly then,
the five wise virgins refill their lamps with the extra oil which they have stored in their vessels, and go
on to meet the Bridegroom. But the five foolish virgins, those who thought there was no need for
extra oil, no need for an extra message, the message of the Judgment of the living, find themselves in
gross darkness. Yes, they find themselves without the light which the message of the Judgment of the
living unfolds. Upon discovering their foolish neglect, they rush to obtain oil, light on the subject, but
in the meantime the door has been shut (probationary time for the virgins, the church, has closed).
When they call for admission they are politely told by the Lord Himself, "I know you not." {2TG44:
39.1}
Comment -- Remember, the Judgment for the Dead was still in session in Brother Houteff’s time, all the
way up to February 5, 1955.
Yes, one would think, that --- “Yes, they find themselves without the light which the message of the
Judgment of the living unfolds.” And, that that message would include the actual DATE of the opening
of the Judgment for the Living, in 1955, or after, but to date NO DAVIDIAN today will float such a date,
announce or proclaim it, because that would require the office of a Divinely inspired president in our
midst. And, most importantly, The Rod message is INCOMPLETE without that revelation of TIME.
Hence, The Rod message is not and was not complete. However, The Rod Message, Brother Houteff, did
his job and prepared the way for the “revival and reformation” (1TG8:24) to come in its fulness,
beginning in 1955.
I have heard Davidians discuss this very issue, this very question, on the various forums, that the JOL is
about to open, YET, their very discussion is in total ignorance of what Victor Houteff wrote THAT A
PRESENT TRUTH MESSAGE would come and would reveal the actual date of the JOL, per his statements
in 2SR220, 164 in connection with the revelation of the New Name of Jesus (1SR155) in fulfillment of the
430 years prophecy. Davidians today think that the Judgment for the Living, Ezekiel 9, begins with a
surprise event, a Divine attack, a world-wide executive slaughter, rather than a Divine SUMMONS, then
judicial separation of the Firstfruit harvest class, before any other event. There is no place in The Rod
that teaches such an idea, an executive judgment before the actual TIME for the Divine summons to
APPEAR before the Heavenly tribunal in figure, as it was in 1844. Such a judgment would be “illegal”
and “unjust”, according to Victor Houteff. There is no excuse! Rob, this date for the Divine Summons
came, in 1955. All Davidians will be called to account for this knowledge and that right soon.
Question: Why does the Matthew 25 parable of the shut door, pertaining to the Judgment of the Living,
show us that the five foolish virgins were still alive, outside of the door of the wedding event? The five
foolish virgins KNEW it was too late. Why were they not shown dead, slaughtered, after they had gotten
the extra oil but the door was shut?
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Answer – We must determine exactly WHAT is Ezekiel 9 and it is only one thing.
VTH:
WHEN ARE THE TARES JUDGED?
Question No. 1:
"If the investigative judgment for the living does not begin till after Ezekiel Nine, please tell me when
the 'tares' in the S.D.A. church are judged, for they are living when the sealing message comes."
{2SC11: 6.1.7}
Answer:
We have no special light on this question other than that the judgment of the living begins AFTER the
slaughter of Ezekiel Nine and if the "tares" must be judged in the period of the dead, then they must
be judged, their names blotted out, after the slaughter and just before the commencement of the
judgment of the living saints. {2SC11: 6.1.8}
(T Caldwell) My answer to the puzzling statement above: Brother Houteff had “no special light” on
the three phases of the Judgment for the Living – Investigative, Judicial and then Executive as was
explained in the repeat of the Second Angel’s message which began in 1955. Bro. Houteff did write
about the “Investigative” phase. Other statements he wrote that Ezekiel 9 -- IS the Judgment for the
Living. Ezekiel 9 BEGAN with the giving of the actual opening date of the Judgment of the Living.
Acceptance or rejection of that date determined the ultimate fate of the individual, and the
“slaughter” (figurative) begins rejecting truth or a new message, coming under the five men with
slaughter weapons. Later statements in this response will validate this idea. Ezekiel 9 is, or
constitutes, “the Judgment of the Living” and vice-versa. V.T. Houteff’s understanding of Ezekiel 9 in
his time was very general. The “sealing” as he teaches in other statements, must take place before
the “slaughter” just as Ezekiel 9 clearly presents, all in one chapter, else there can be no slaughter, yet
the five foolish virgins are standing at the door of mercy, quite alive, knocking to get in, because they
were not sealed, arrived at the door too late, getting the extra oil too late. THIS IS THE EZEKIEL 9
VICTOR HOUTEFF IS ADDRESSING IN THE ABOVE STATEMENT IN RELATION TO THE MATTHEW 25
PARABLE OF THE TEN VIRGINS because the five foolish virgins are shut out of the door to the
Wedding, yet depicted still alive. This is how Ezekiel 9 reads and in other statements this is what
Victor Houteff taught. Without the sealing there can be no slaughter BECAUSE EZEKIEL 9 BEGINS
WITH A SEALING. Ezekiel 9 is more than just a “slaughter”. But try telling this to any Davidian today.
In the above statement, it is apparent the JOL INVESTIGATIVE has already begun, a message about the
actual opening (date) of the JOL, otherwise the “slaughter” could not take place. There are three
sections to the JOL, that of -- 1) Investigative phase, 2) Judicial phase, 3) Executive phase. The
“Judgment of the Living BEGINS AFTER the slaughter of Ezekiel 9” – in a sweeping generalization of the
prophecy, meaning, the SIX Angels have come on the scene in prophetic time, all SIX Angels, which are
synonymous with the Revelation 14 SIX Angels, thus fulfilling the FIGURATIVE nature of Ezekiel
chapter 9. The last THREE Angels (messages) began to come in 1930. The angels of Ezekiel 9 are not
literal, but FIGURATIVE, the same as the SIX Angels of Revelation 14. There is a correlation between
the two chapters. Even Ellen White stated that the Ezekiel 9 prophecy was “in figure” --- but this is
another non-starter for Davidians today.
EGW: The true people of God, who have the spirit of the work of the Lord and the salvation of souls at
heart, will ever view sin in its real, sinful character. They will always be on the side of faithful and
plain dealing with sins which easily beset the people of God. Especially in the closing work for the
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church, in the sealing time of the one hundred and forty-four thousand who are to stand without fault
before the throne of God, will they feel most deeply the wrongs of God’s professed people. This is
forcibly set forth by the prophet’s illustration of the last work under the figure of the men each having
a slaughter weapon in his hand. One man among them was clothed with linen, with a writer’s inkhorn
by his side. “And the Lord said unto him, Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of
Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the
abominations that be done in the midst thereof.” Ezekiel 9:4. { 1TT 335.2}
VTH: Ezekiel 9, whether literal or figurative, effects a separation between the good and the bad, the
tares and the wheat, in the church (Judah and Israel), just as the plagues finally do in Babylon (Rev.
18:4). And as the plagues are literal, then how can the slaughter be any less literal? {ABN2: 43.2}
The above statement is another example of the incompleteness of The Rod message before February
5, 1955. What is it? --“Literal OR figurative” --- Answer: IT IS BOTH.
“Effects a separation…” A Literal “separation” into groups (bundles) ready to be burned, and finally a
slaughter, no less than the “fire and sword” judgment at Waco 1993. The seven last plagues are
literal, yet the plagues do not kill all of the wicked. Many live to see Christ come in the clouds of
heaven and are then killed by the “brightness of His coming”.
In this following statement, please look carefully at the events taking place and the time element in
relation to Ezekiel 9 and its figurative fulfillment, but literal in final fulfillment, its effect, or executive
slaughter, no matter how it comes about, it is literal, as Isaiah 66 tells us, “by fire and by sword…” the
wicked are slain, which Victor Houteff makes synonymous with Ezekiel 9.
14. Isa. 2:22 -- "Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to be accounted
of?" {1TG5: 8.1}
For over a century we as Seventh-day Adventists have been preaching the work of the Judgment for
the Dead, and should now with ease see that when the Judgment for the Living begins it is to separate
the saints from the sinners -- the wheat from the tares (Matt. 13:30), the good fish from the bad fish
(Matt. 13:47, 48), the sheep from the goats (Matt. 25:32-46), the wise virgins from the foolish ones
(Matt. 25:1-13). {1TG5: 8.4}
Comment: Does this statement above mesh with the 2SC11:6 statement, as it is read, or seem to
read?
Plainly then, Isaiah 3:1-4 reveals that among those who are found wanting, are some of the mighty
men, men of war, judges and prophets (teachers of religion), prudent and ancients, captains and
honorables, counsellors and cunning artificers and eloquent orators, and that God is not a respecter of
persons, but only of penitent sinners; that He is not dependent on so-called great men. {1TG5: 8.5}
Those who have been exalting themselves and who have thus caused His people to follow learned
men instead of Inspiration and thus the Lord's advancing Truth, are all to be carried away as chaff!
{1TG5: 8.6}
Comment – Notice that final phase of Ezekiel 9 is during a time of “advancing truth”. The “separation”
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is not the same as, or not yet time, for “slaughter”.
The brethren who for years have been preaching the Judgment for the Dead have gone spiritually
blind and foolish, do not even expect a message of the Judgment for the Living and are insultingly
saying. "These prophecies are never to be fulfilled!" Now is the hour for them to ponder over this light
along with the statement: "In the last solemn work few great men will be engaged." -- Testimonies,
Vol. 5, pg. 80. {1TG5: 9.1}
Comment – Today, Davidians think they are still in the time of the Judgment for the Dead, about 65
years after the passing of the Lord’s servant, Victor Houteff! What is wrong with this picture?
The house of Jacob to which God is here speaking is again identified by the fact that it dwells in a land
that is full of silver, of gold, and of chariots, that there is no end to the number of them. Since there is
no land in all God's world that is as rich with silver, gold and motor vehicular traffic as is this land of
the United States of America, very obviously America, the land where the headquarters of the gospel
is, is the land to which God refers. He is, therefore, this day, Brother, Sister, in a special way talking to
you, to me, to the whole denomination and particularly to the General Conference (the house of
Jacob) in newly revealed Truth, and in unmistakable language. Shall you, shall I, gladly comply with
the Lord's wishes? is the great question before us. Soon the Judgment will begin and we must make
sure that our cases will stand. {1TG5: 9.6}
Isa. 2:8 -- "Their land also is full of idols [He declares]; they worship the work of their own hands, that
which their own fingers have made." {1TG5: 10.1}
The land from which the gospel now emanates is also full of idols, He declares, the kind their own
hands have made; that is, they are proud of their idolatry, and their accomplishments they worship as
if they were their God. Both the mean and the great practice hypocrisy. Forgive them not He
exclaims, except they repent. {1TG5: 10.2}
Isa. 2:10 -- "Enter into the rock, and hide thee in the dust, for fear of the Lord, and for the glory of His
majesty." {1TG5: 10.3}
Here we are plainly told that the sinners will eventually find themselves unprepared for the great and
dreadful day of the Lord, and when God thus manifests His Power they will indeed be terrified. They
will as wild men run to the rocks and the mountains there to hide themselves. The event of this
particular verse runs parallel with that of The Revelation:
10
"And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the
mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of
the mountains. And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of Him that
sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb: for the great day of His wrath is come; and
who shall be able to stand?" Rev. 6:15-17. {1TG5: 10.4}
Very evidently Isaiah's prophecy meets its fulfillment in the time of the sixth seal, the time in which the
Lord sits on the Throne of His Glory, not on the clouds, the throne before which gather all nations,
whereupon the Judgment work begins: the separation takes place, the saints (sheep) are then put to
His right and the sinners (goats) to His left (Matt. 25:33). The prophet Joel declares the day in these
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words: {1TG5: 11.1}
"Put ye in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe: come, get you down; for the press is full, the fats overflow;
for their wickedness is great. Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision: for the day of the Lord is
near in the valley of decision. The sun and the moon shall be darkened, and the stars shall withdraw
their shining. The Lord also shall roar out of Zion, and utter His voice from Jerusalem; and the heavens
and the earth shall shake: but the Lord will be the hope of His people, and the strength of the children
of Israel." Joel 3:13-16. {1TG5: 11.2}
It is the time in which shall be said, {1TG5: 11.3}
"The sinners in Zion are afraid; fearfulness hath surprised the hypocrites. Who among us shall dwell
with the devouring fire? who among us shall dwell with everlasting burnings? He that walketh
righteously and speaketh uprightly; he that despiseth the gain of oppressions, that shaketh his hands
from holding of bribes, that stoppeth his ears from hearing of blood, and shutteth his eyes from seeing
evil; he shall dwell on high; his place of defence shall be the munitions of rocks: bread shall be given
him; his waters shall be sure. And the inhabitant shall not say, I am sick: the people that dwell therein
shall be forgiven their iniquity." Isa. 33:14-16, 24. {1TG5: 11.4}
The sinners in Zion are first to cry to the rocks and to the mountains, then will the proclamation of the
great and dreadful day of the Lord go forth far and wide saying: "Hear, ye that are far off, what I have
done; and, ye that are near, acknowledge My might." Isa. 33:13. {1TG5: 12.1}
Comment – question – Why are the “sinners in Zion” still alive?
Now is the time to quit fooling ourselves, to make up our minds to wholeheartedly serve the Lord, and
Him alone. {1TG5: 12.2}
How do I know that the great day of the Lord is almost here? -- I know it because THE
ANNOUNCEMENT of it is here already, and because THE MESSAGE OF THE MARKING that is foretold in
Ezekiel's chapter nine, the work of the Judgment, is already making its way throughout the Adventist
world. I know it also because the material for the glory THAT FOLLOWS IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER
(the material that is to lighten the earth with the glory of the angel, the Loud Cry -- Rev. 18:1) is all
ready and waiting. {1TG5: 12.3}
“Ready and waiting” means that the preparatory work, the preparatory message, was being done at
the time of the writing, something to follow after “the announcement”. “For the glory THAT
FOLLOWS IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER…. Is all ready and waiting.” Nothing happened from 1930 to
1955 (February) that would answer to that description and context of the statement. The whole
period of time of 1930 to 1955 was transitional. Nothing of the Judgment for the Living had occurred
in that 25 year period.
Indeed, the message of the “marking” of Ezekiel 9 was already beginning in Brother Houteff’s day,
even before the Judgment for the Living was to open, so that those who would stand “with” the
144,000 would be sealed before 1955, but nothing DIFFINITIVE in the sealing of the “living saints” took
place prior to 1955, actually nothing at all. Here we are 65 years later and no 144,000. There were
only two sealing messages in existence prior to V.T. Houteff’s death in February of 1955. Three
sealing messages ARE REQUIRED for the 144,000 “living saints” to be “sealed and perfectly united”
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(EW15) according to Ellen White, before probation for the church ends, not after.
The term “separation” has a definite meaning which does not include an executive slaughter. The “separation”
is a judicial act, not executive. It is a precursor event to the executive phase:
Go to the dictionary to prove this assertion both in the real world and in the Divine judgment.
Merriam -Webster:

separation
noun
sep·a·ra·tion | \ ˌse-pə-ˈrā-shən \

Definition of separation
1: the act or process of separating : the state of being separated
2a: a point, line, or means of division
b: an intervening space : GAPthe separation between wheel spokes
3a: cessation of cohabitation between a married couple by mutual
agreement or judicial decree
b: termination of a contractual relationship (such as employment or military
service)

Synonyms & AntonymsExample SentencesLearn More
about separation
Synonyms & Antonyms for separation
Synonyms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bifurcation,
breakup,
cleavage,
dissolution,
disunion,
division,
fractionalization,
fractionation,
partition,
schism,
scission,
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•
•

split,
sundering

Antonyms
•
•

unification,
union

Examples of separation in a Sentence
After a separation of 30 years, she visited her family in Cuba. Moving away
meant separation from his family.
Recent Examples on the WebCarter said her two children, now 7 and 11,
are still receiving therapy following their yearlong separation.— NBC News,
"Doctor removed from expert role in diagnosing child abuse amid questions about her
credibility," 25 Mar. 2021Jennifer Lopez and Alex Rodriguez have reunited after
dismissing reports of their separation.— Emily Dixon, Marie Claire, "Jennifer Lopez and
Alex Rodriguez Reunite in the Dominican Republic After Split Rumors," 16 Mar. 2021

First Known Use of separation
14th century, in the meaning defined at sense 1
“Separation.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster,
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/separation. Accessed 8 Apr.
2021.
Style: MLA

More Definitions for separation

separation
noun
English Language Learners Definition of separation
: the act of separating people or things or the state of being separated
: a situation in which a husband and wife live apart from each other
See the full definition for separation in the English Language Learners
Dictionary

separation
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noun
sep·a·ra·tion | \ ˌse-pə-ˈrā-shən \

Kids Definition of separation
1: the act of setting or pulling apart : the state of being set or pulled apart
2: a point or line at which something is divided
3: a space betweenThe buildings have a narrow separation.

separation
noun
sep·a·ra·tion | \ ˌsep-ə-ˈrā-shən \

Medical Definition of separation
1: the process of isolating or extracting from or of becoming isolated from a
mixturealso : the resulting state
2: DISLOCATION— see SHOULDER SEPARATION

separation
noun
sep·a·ra·tion | \ ˌse-pə-ˈrā-shən \

Legal Definition of separation
1: cessation of cohabitation between a married couple by mutual agreement
with intent that it be permanent also : LEGAL SEPARATION—
compare DIVORCE
NOTE: In some cases in which the estrangement is extreme, a separation is considered to have
occurred even when the couple retain the same residence if they have stopped communicating and
engaging in sexual relations and intend to be separated.

2: termination of a contractual relationship (as employment or military
service)
You see, the term “separation” does not identify or equate with, even remotely, some kind of killing
event, such as a “slaughter”, in the real world or in the Divine judgment. The term “separation”
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means a parting of whatever is to be separated, such as a division into groups. Separation is a
division of parts in the context of the spiritual harvest. This is what Matthew 13 is presenting.
Rob, as I have attempted to relate in the actual dictionary definition of “separation” in connection with
Rod statements I am presenting evidence that Davidians today do not accept what The Rod teaches on
the topic of the Matthew 13 “separation” and exactly how Ezekiel 9 begins, that is, how the Judgment of
the Living begins and unfolds in a progressive Divine work, not all at once. Victor Houteff never once
veered from the idea of “close reasoning and logical thinking” as well as the utilizing the grammatical
norms of the English language. He also states that the harvest, or judgment is not done in a moment, “it
takes time”. But with Davidians today, Ezekiel 9 is a sudden, totally unannounced -- surprise EVENT,
boom, a world-wide slaughter, that is, if we are to take Ezekiel 9 in that way, an unannounced executive
judgment on an entire church of nearly 20 million souls. This idea was NOT what Victor Houteff taught,
“neither would such a judgment be LEGAL and JUST.” (2SR164). And, again, no Davidian today would
dare venture to predict such a date since they would only be guessing, then quickly dismissed as in the
time of Florence Houteff, nor do they (Davidians) believe in any other message, any other association
“president” than Victor Houteff, except for the Bashan group. It is impossible to have a new message
which would require a new office of President. M.J. Bingham eventually conceded or revealed, to his
group, that he was or was made “president” of the Bashan group after hiding that closely held belief for
a few decades. I met Brother Bingham in the summer of 1978, visiting Bashan Hill to investigate his
message and him during the Salem Association breakup, one of a few.
Nevertheless, some association leaders today either secretly or outright believe they are the new
president, but without a message, without the opening date of the Judgment for the Living. Without
that predicted date, which was actually announced by Victor Houteff in several statements as to the
year, … without that date there is NO “present truth”. But that “revelation” had to be brought-out by
the repeat of the Second Angel (1955), not the repeat of the First Angel (1930/WHR37). As I have
stated in prior comments, it was ordained in 1844 that the Second Angel’s message would give the
actual date for the opening of the Judgment, Christ coming in judgment. Davidians today think there is
no corresponding application today in the repeat phase of the Three Angels, the last three angels of
Revelation 14 beginning verse 15, The Shepherd’s Rod message. This is what constitutes Advent TYPE,
and the antitype application that began in 1930.
Pertaining to the “revelation” of the Judgment of the Living, if the Golden Bowl kept secret the actual
date, and it was not given to Brother Houteff, then who will give that all important date? We have no
Present Truth without that date. He stated this – VTH.
If He did (keep the Judgment date secret), we would have no present truth in the time of the last seal;
neither could there be justice in such secrecy, NOR COULD SUCH JUDGMENT BE LEGAL. Therefore, a
revelation of the judgment for the living, is of as great importance as the revelation of the gospel
itself. 2SR220. (comment)
Wow, what a statement!
He makes the same statement, near exactly, on page 164 of 2SR. Where is this “revelation”, Rob,
which reveals WHEN the JOL begins, and how Ezekiel 9 is fulfilled? Which Davidian today will give
that date or will Brother Houteff be raised to give that date? Where is this in the writings or in
Scripture prophecy? How much clearer could it be, the need for the final message, the THIRD sealing
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message since 1844, that according to Ellen White, the 144,000 must be sealed with (Three Seals Rev. 3:12/EW15)? Yet, Rob, you and every Davidian today tell us that The Rod message was “the last”
message, completely out of context of the various statements in General Conference Special and
without a solution, without an answer, to the most critical and most pertinent question facing
Davidians today. You did not even bring up this most critical topic in your response nor address it in
any meaningful way, if at all. Rob, this is not a topic to quibble about. It is life and death for every
one of us who promote advanced (advancing) Truth today, that is, our standing in the Judgement, JOL.
Furthermore -Thus we conclude that when the seal is opened, and the judgment for the living begins, we must know
it. The day of atonement in its type proves the same, for the Israelites were well informed of the
event, their duty, and the consequence. {SR2: 220.3}
In fact, the Three Angels' Messages are applicable to the Judgment for the Dead only indirectly, for the
Judgment for the Living is the all-important event; that is, the angel is not sent particularly to explain
what the Judgment does to the dead, but what it is to do to the living. {GCS: 38.6}
Since Inspiration has dedicated these publications to the announcement of this most important event
in connection with the gospel -- the climax and the triumph of it, the separation of the good from the
bad (Matt. 13:30, 47, 48), the goats from the sheep (Matt. 25:32); and the establishment of the
mountain of the Lord's house; there is therefore no escaping the conclusion that these chapters of
Isaiah were penned especially for the church today. Now that we are the forerunners of this great and
glorious event, we must give special heed to what these chapters have to say. This we must do if we
are to prepare the way of the Lord (Matt. 3:3; Isa. 4:3-5). THIS MESSAGE TO THE CHURCH, YOU
PLAINLY SEE, is TO PREPARE HER MEMBERS FOR THE JUDGMENT BEFORE THE "GREAT AND DREADFUL
DAY OF THE LORD" BEGINS (Mal. 4:5). For this very reason the Scriptures at this time are unsealed.
Let us now hear the Lord's plea. {1TG5: 7.1}

The Rod message was the “announcement” of the event (JOL), that it was imminent. The
“announcement” of an event is NOT the event itself. Since Brother Houteff gave no date for the
Judgment of the Living to begin, then he did not have the Eleventh Hour message, but the “PreEleventh Hour Extra” message, an announcement of something to come, a greater message which is
precisely what he states, “that proves that this same movement (The Rod) would merge into a greater
one.” {SR1: 234.2}. That sentence is plain English. What “greater one” or what “greater” Movement?
A message cannot come before its TIME. The Divine Judge would only give a “legal and just” message
AT the Eleventh Hour by giving a warning, an announcement, before the judgment opens, a Divine
Summons if you please. A Divine Summons, as with earthly civil courts, a summons MUST have a
DATE on it to APPEAR in court!
Rob, are you “well informed”? I am. Rob, otherwise, please give us the date of this all-important
event -- if you can. We are now 65 years past the time of knowing this date and this is straight out of
Isaiah 7:8. Davidians today state by their words and actions, disbelief, that the Judgment of the Living
and Ezekiel 9 can only begin with an executive slaughter, thus invalidating the counsel given in 2SR164
and 2SR220, that the time must be known in advance and warning (summons) given. All 430 year
prophecy dates pertaining to Martin Luther and the opening of the Protestant Reformation ARE LONG
PAST, decades behind us. This is where Victor Houteff placed the opening of the JOL, at least the
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year. This Divine Summons was given in 1955 and 1956 to Davidians and Seventh-Day Adventists, in
the Seven Letters to Florence Houteff and her executive council and to the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists, to Elder Fighur in particular. The JOL summons was disregarded, rejected.
He states also:
And though harvest time is the shortest of all the periods of the harvest year, the work of reaping is
NOT DONE IN A MOMENT; IT TAKES TIME. The yield is not garnered by turning the field right into the
barn; no, that would be a conglomerate mass instead of a harvest. First the sickle is put to the grain,
and next the grain is bound into sheaves, then threshed, after which it is put into the barn; and
THEREAFTER THE CHAFF AND THE TARES ARE DESTROYED. This work being completed during the
autumn, it shows that the harvest is a season of time after "the summer is past," and that it is
followed by the fruitless winter period. {TN3: 64.3}
The “harvest”, Rob, is Ezekiel 9, or the Judgment for the Living, and it begins with a bookwork, not a
slaughter. Hence, the reason why the “harvest”, or Ezekiel 9, begins in the AUTUMN, in the Fall, not
the Spring, not at Passover. The context of the harvest time, beginning with the Firstfruits, could not
be clearer from Brother Houteff’s pen. The Divine BOOKWORK for the ‘living’, or the sealing of Ezekiel
9, is done or symbolized in the fall of the year in the Divine “symbolic service” according to Ellen
White and Victor Houteff, or began in the fall of the year in 1955, October, in direct accordance with
symbolic type. The “harvest” will not begin some 65 plus years after the passing of V.T. Houteff.
Davidians who think otherwise have developed, without Inspiration, what I call “the Davidian GAP
theory”, a gap of 65 years. An ANNOUNCEMENT 65 years AFTER the message (The Rod) is NOT a
TIMELY “announcement”!
The questioner continues (Rob P.):
“..if he does not now quickly repent and accept the additional message which is to begin the Loud Cry,
then not only will he not help proclaim it but he will even be “spued out.”(Answerer, vol.1, Q-10)
“Remember ALL “FIVE distinct messages” (WLF 10-11) must come to the church FIRST, then to the world,
else there is no type for the complete message to the world.”
Although Caldwell professes to believe in the Rod message, apparently we must be mindful that it is the
Golden Bowl that we get our Truth from, not private interpretations. This being the case we should turn to
WLF , p.10-11 and see what it says as well as what the Rod says about that reference.
“..all five of the angels brought to view in this chapter, represent five distinct messages, prior to the
advent, or we are left without a rule to interpret this chapter… The last two angels are messages of
prayer. We shall, no doubt, better understand them at the time of their fulfillment.” (WLF, p.10-11
addressing Rev. 14 angels messages)
Messages of prayer? What does that mean? Let us now go to the Rod and see if we can find out.
Question No. 133:
“After having well established as fact that the five angels of Revelation 14 represent five distinct
messages prior to the close of probation, why does ‘A Word to the Little Flock,’ p. 11, go on to say
that ‘the last two angels are messages of prayer’?”
Answer:
We do not know why the thought of prayer is brought in, but the following statement, “We shall,
no doubt, better understand them at the time they are fulfilled,” shows that they had but little light
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on the subject. (SC, vol. 2, no.12, p.6)
Accordingly we must accept the above explanation and realize that this is all the Rod tells us about WLF, p.1011. Our answer shows that the Rod did not know at that time and IF there is further light on this we would
know later. In hind sight there was not any further comment, we leave it at that.

Responder (TL Caldwell): Rob, Brother Houteff states in the quote that he “did not know why the
thought of prayer is brought in” then defers to the WLF closing thought on James White prediction.
This is not a major point, but was given to future unrolling of the scroll, which did come to pass
beginning in the spring of 1955. Ellen White wrote that the “spirit of prayer” was revealed in her time
under the Second Angel’s message. Those statements by EGW are given on pages 7 thru 9 concerning
the spirit of prayer in the summer of 1844.
Rob P. quoting myself, TL Caldwell “The above charts show that the Revelation 7 Angel and the Revelation 18 Angel are DISTINCT and
separate. This is why James White and Ellen White introduced the idea of “Five distinct Angels prior to
the Advent or we are left without a rule to interpret this chapter” Revelation 14. Blessings. Investigate.
You have not addressed my concern posted above, that you have attempted to alter The Rod message by
making it the Revelation 18 message. My position is that these two angels, Revelation 7 and Revelation
18, are two distinct and separate messages, as all other messages before were exactly that, separate and
distinct.
Addressed above.
Lets keep The Rod Message as only the Revelation 7 message, the sealing of the 144,000, the second
sealing message since 1844, just as Victor Houteff stated in 1SR32, and all through 1SR and other
references very early in Bro. Houteff’s message. In 1SR22 he makes that case of just WHEN the Revelation
7 Angel ARRIVED on the scene in the church.
When did the Revelation 18 Angel arrive?
Did it arrive in Bro. Houteff’s day? Was it his message?
Remember, each of the Three Angels is repeated according to Ellen White and Victor Houteff. His
message was the repeat of the First Angel. (WHR37).
The Revelation 18 message is distinct and different since that Angel is the REPEAT of the Second Angel.
Look for yourself.”
We have done so and we suggest Caldwell look again at the above Inspired references showing that the Rod
message is/will be -the Loud Cry message.

Responder (TL Caldwell): Still, Bro. Rob, it is clear The Rod was announcing the next message to come as
he shows TWO distinct Angels on three of his charts, the Revelation 7 Angel and the Revelation 18
Angel, separate and distinct, as all the Angels messages were from 1831 to 1844. Ellen White and
James White make clear that the Three Angels Messages would be repeated, “an addition to the Third
Angel” of her day, but her message and ministry were NOT part of the “addition” message”. The repeat
phase of the messages, the “addition” to the Third Angel, began in 1930. This is very simple and direct
evidence and reasoning.
Rob P. quoting “Here is the reference in 1SR22 (not 32):
“Of the three angels of Rev. 14:6-11, John writes: “And I saw another angel fly in the midst of
heaven,…and the third angel followed them.” These angels, following each other, were seen flying in the
midst of heaven where the sun would be at mid-day, in its full strength. There is a difference between
these angels and the ones in Revelation 7 and 18:1. These angels are neither “ascending” nor “come,” but
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continue to “fly in the midst of heaven.” The meaning is that these angels’ messages are not as powerful
as the one of Rev. 18:1, for John says he saw the angel “come,” that is, stand upon the earth. The angel
mentioned here is near by, but the other three angels are at a distance. This symbol shows that they
could not be as powerful as the one that is close by, but these three angels are flying and continue to fly.
The meaning is that while they are not as powerful, they continue a long time until this other angel of
Rev. 18:1 joins in with them, as it has been with the first, second, and third angel’s messages until now.
{SR1: 21.2}
We go back to the angel of Revelation 7, the one in which we are most interested at the present time. This
particular angel is ascending from the east. “Ascending” here could not mean departing or flying away,
but simply coming, or advancing. For example, in the morning while the sun is rising or ascending, the
temperature gains in heat as it nears mid-day, just so with this angel that is to seal the 144,000. The
angel was seen coming, but he is taking time. The sealing cannot begin until after he arrives, for the seal
of the living God is in his possession. If we can locate the time when he arrives we may know the
beginning of the sealing time of the 144,000. Did we know the time when the first second, and third
angel’s messages began? Our answer is: Yes. {SR1: 22.1}
There is no reason for not knowing the definite time when this angel of Revelation 7 arrives. If we did not
know the time, we would have no message, and if Satan can deceive us from present truth, he has won
with his deceptive powers. John’s prophecy in Revelation 7, of this ascending angel was only a vision of
something to come, and the fulfillment of this prophecy was realized when Sister White was given her
first vision in 1844, which was a vision of the 144,000. Read Early Writings, pages 13-20. John
prophesied of this movement and the scene of the angel ascending in the east (John’s vision) became a
reality in 1844, but the angel is in the east, and we must await his arrival, for when he arrives, the
sealing begins.” {SR1: 22.2}
There was no “loud cry” message to the church in Bro. Houteff’s time. The “additional message” of 1930,
that did give power and force to the Third Angel of Ellen White’s time was still only a “fainter cry”
message to prepare the way for the “Loud Cry” of Revelation 18:1.”
The questioner continues (Rob P.) The Rod message make it clear beyond doubt and counters Caldwell’s private ideas —
“Now is the time to quit fooling ourselves, to make up our minds to wholeheartedly serve the Lord, and
Him alone.
How do I know that the great day of the Lord is almost here? — I know it because the announcement of
it is here already, and because the message of the marking that is foretold in Ezekiel’s chapter nine, the
work of the Judgment, is already making its way throughout the Adventist world. I know it also because
the material for the glory that follows immediately thereafter (the material that is to lighten the earth
with the glory of the angel, the Loud Cry — Rev. 18:1) is all ready and waiting.
Continuing And what happens then? — the cry goes out to the whole dominion of Babylon, “saying, Come out of her,
My people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.” Rev. 18:4. God’s
people come out of Babylon to join His purified sin-free church, His guileless servants, the 144,000, the
first fruits of the mountain of the Lord’s house.” (TG, vol. 1, no. 5, p.12-13)
Once more we see that the Rod message = the Loud Cry message, one and the same message.
“VTH:
There must be a marked difference between the voice of the message before the Loud Cry, and the voice
of the message in the Loud Cry; otherwise it would not be called “loud.” {ABN1: 82.2}
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The message swells to a Loud Cry by virtue of an “addition” which gives it “power and force.”–Early
Writings, p. 277. The only conclusion admissible, therefore, is that since the church has never accepted
an additional message, and since there has never come one (other than that in The Shepherd’s Rod
publications) that would give “power and force” to the old message, the Loud Cry could not have begun
at any time previous to this. {ABN1: 82.3}
Answerer Book 1 82
Moreover, the “abominations” in the church have not only kept back the Loud Cry but have also even
silenced the fainter cry which precedes it. Indeed, “the angel of the church of the Laodiceans,” being unfit
even to finish the proclamation of the message in its fainter cry, must be altogether unfit to proclaim it
in the Loud Cry. Obviously, if he does not now quickly repent and accept the additional message which is
to begin the Loud Cry, then not only will he not help proclaim it but he will even be “spued out.” {ABN1:
83.1}
All of this is explained in the Inspired Rod references given above.
To conclude this report, we review what was said —
“Victor Houteff’s message was not the Revelation 18 message as he points out in 1SR32.”
versus the Rod —
“The eleventh hour message is none other than Revelation 18 — the loud cry of the Third Angel..”
“..the material that is to lighten the earth with the glory of the angel, the Loud Cry — Rev. 18:1) is all
ready and waiting.”

Responder:
Responder (TL Caldwell) : Again, Rob, you misread the statement, or ignore the operative words, not
giving consideration to dictionary definitions since “ready and waiting” does NOT pertain to the present
time, or ‘not yet’ WHEN V.T. Houteff wrote those words, but relating in normal English to a future event
(“ready”) e.g. ready to LAUNCH or when the next phase of the message begins --- pointing TO the
REPEAT of the Second Angel of 1955, when he came. Victor Houteff never stated he was the repeat of
any of the Revelation 14 Angels other than the First Angel, Revelation 14:15 (WHR37). Come now. Yes,
the Revelation message was “all ready and waiting” in his day, in his announcement of its imminence,
but not yet present Truth. Revelation 18 was not Victor Houteff’s message, not his “Angel”, in the
representation of the SIX Angels of Revelation 14.
Bro. Rob, I have made my case on this point. The Rod message was “the additional message” FOR HIS
TIME, V.T. Houteff, the “addition” to the Third message of 1844, but other additions were to develop
beyond 1955 to complete the full list of Angels of Revelation 14 and Revelation 18. Ellen White states
“time and place must be considered” (1SM57), her comments on “The Use of the Testimonies”. Now,
we must answer to the other TWO Angels that arise AFTER the Revelation 14:15 Angel (The Rod), the
coming of the Revelation 18 Angel, which is the REPEAT of the Second Angel, NOT the repeat of the First
Angel. Davidians should know this but they do not. It is quite important because we find the point of
the Three Angels repeated in both Ellen White’s comments and Victor Houteff’s comments, quoted in
this response, but not all of them. Victor Houteff’s message was the repeat of the First Angel (WHR37),
and NONE OTHER, stated at least twice in The Rod message. He speaks of the THIRD section of the
overall messages in 1SR32 as we have covered previously above. If we cannot navigate each of the SIX
angels of Revelation 14, each by name, it is ignorance, or lack of integrity, or both.
Rob, The Rod was an “announcement” of the next Angel in the repeat phase, clearly borne out in the
phrase below, “is almost here” and many other statements.
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Continuing in dark blue (TL Caldwell) In EW277 and TM 59, Ellen White specifically relates that the Loud Cry Angel was the SECOND ANGEL
(Rev. 14:17), not the First Angel (Rev. 14:15). In my response to you Rob, I am speaking of the Angel
that “came down”, Revelation 18:1, NOT the Angel that “arrived” in Los Angeles in 1929. These TWO
angels are distinct and separate angels. The Revelation 18 Angel (same as Revelation 14:17) calls for a
“coming OUT” from the false churches, but the Revelation 7 Angel (same as Revelation 14:15) does NOT
call for a “coming out”. This is the clear distinction that you and all Davidians have failed to make
between these two angels and their separate distinct works or distinct and separate messages.
And, moreover, we KNOW that V.T. Houteff’s message was NOT the Second Angel repeat (Rev. 14:17)
because he called for NO SEPARATION FROM THE SDA DENOMINATION. THE ROD MESSAGE CALLED
FOR NO SEPARTION. IT NEVER DID (AND NEVER WILL), SIMPLY BECAUSE IT WAS THE FIRST ANGEL’S
MESSAGE REPEATED. IT IS THE SECOND ANGEL’S MESSAGE THAT REQUIRES A SEPARATION --- JUST AS
WAS CALLED FOR IN THE SUMMER OF 1844, WHEN THE CALL WAS MADE TO COME OUT OF THE FALLEN
CHURCHES OF APOSTATE PROTESTANISM. Davidians today do NOT pay attention to the Advent types
or how the angels messages unfolded in 1831 to 1844 and what each message did and what each
message required.
How do I know that the great day of the Lord is almost here? -- I know it because the announcement
of it is here already, and because the message of the marking that is foretold in Ezekiel's chapter nine,
the work of the Judgment, is already making its way throughout the Adventist world. I know it also
because the material for the glory that follows immediately thereafter (the material that is to lighten
the earth with the glory of the angel, the Loud Cry -- Rev. 18:1) is all ready and waiting. {1TG5: 12.3}
An “announcement” itself is NOT the event that the announcement informs is coming, or scheduled to
be given, be it a message, or a class, or an event, of any kind. An “announcement” is not the thing
that is announced!
“it is even more important that there should be a special message concerning the Judgment for the
Living, the announcement of which is already here. JL4:3;2
Again, the First Angel (Rev. 14) “announces” the Second Angel which gave the TIME of the Judgment
in 1844.
Bro. Rob, just as it was in 1844 (1840) the Advent TYPE shows our Advent Movement position. Here is
the statement that substantiates this claim:
Here Inspiration itself explains that no one, not even Daniel himself could possibly understand the
book before the time of the end. And too, while the wicked were to continue doing wickedly, many
were to be purified, made white and tried; that is, the purification of the church, the cleansing of the
Sanctuary (Dan. 8:14), was to take place during the time of the end. In the words of the prophet
Malachi the cleansing of the Sanctuary is preceded by this ANNOUNCEMENT: {2TG42: 30.2}
This statement, or the “announcement” made by The Rod message, pertains to the JOL, that is, for the
“living saints”, in 1955 and after.
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Again, a message cannot come before its TIME, thus, the title of Tract #1 –“PRE-Eleventh Hour Extra”.
By the way, Bro. Rob, by contrast, Victor Houteff did write a final tract, Tract #16, left in the vault at
New Mt. Carmel when Florence and the Davidian leaders fled the property and the message. That
manuscript was found in the vault by one Benjamin Roden and published in 1968. I know that you
and all Davidians today do not accept any VTH publications after February 1955, but the TITLE alone of
that tract speaks volumes. I have that tract on my website for Davidians to peruse for those who wish
to investigate, and I have it in its original published form, size and format, the same as all Rod tracts. I
also have a copy of that original tract as published by The BRANCH from 1968. Here is the link:
https://www.theadventmovement.net/upload/for-davidians/tract%2016.pdf

The title of that tract, Tract #16, is “AT The Eleventh Hour”! The Eleventh-Hour message CAME in
1955 because the Eleventh Hour had COME, introduced and announced by Brother Victor T. Houteff,
in his extensive explanations and warnings. It was published IN the parabolic Eleventh Hour, or AT
the Eleventh Hour, on time, hence, the title.
How is this grand Truth further substantiated? Look at the Matthew 20 calls chart, the parabolic
clock, and notice the Sixth Hour call, the Millerite message, the First Angel, is distinct and separate
from the Third Angel call at the 9th hour. The First and Second Angels were part of the same
movement (Millerite), but there were two clear and distinct phases to the Millerite message with
TWO distinct bearers of that message, Miller and Fitch. It was the Second Angel that brought the
Midnight Cry that brought the correct TIME of the coming judgement. There was a “midnight cry”
message in The Rod movement, however, as shown on the appendix chart at the end of the “Epilog”
study I have just completed, there were TWO “midnight cry” messages in the history of the First and
Second Angel’s messages in 1844. The “Epilog” study on the Ten Virgins will be sent to you also. The
Matthew 25 study is such an extensive topic it had to be handled in a separate study, dealing
expressly with V.T. Houteff’s study on Matthew 25 in 2SR180, 181.
The second Midnight Cry message had to bring The Bridegroom’s NEW NAME which had not yet come
in the first “midnight cry” message. If you do not know and accept The Bridegrooms NEW NAME, you
do not get into the Marriage. The Wedding invitation (Divine Summons) MUST have the name of the
Bridegroom, as well as the Bride (two phases of The BRANCH message, 1955 and 1977). There has
been, and is, a Midnight Cry in The BRANCH. Ellen White states in The Great Controversy that it is the
Third Angel’s message, in its final development (repeat phase), that is the “last message of mercy” to
the world. Nowhere is it stated in The Rod (DSDA message), or The Root (SDA message) that the First
Angel (Rev. 14:6,7 and verse 15) will be the final message to the church or the world. It was not so in
1844, 1955, and not so today.
The Eleventh Hour message and its announcement is a distinct warning to the church prior to the 11th
Hour opening and the opening of the Judgment for the Living at the same time in a message at the
right TIME [430 years application to the actual beginning of the Protestant Reformation]. The
Eleventh Hour message is a dual message, 1930 and 1955, which constitutes the Eleventh Hour
message. But the announcement message, The Rod, had to come 25 years prior to the opening of the
Judgment for the Living – which begins with an Investigative phase, Ezekiel 9 sealing period, else the
Divine summons was not “LEGAL or JUST”. Davidians since Florence Houteff’s time have not
understood judicial process, or “due process”, which is clearly brought out in The Rod message -clearly. Davidians have embraced a selective self-imposed spiritual blindness on this matter. It is not
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something to be trifled with, brother, sister, Davidian.
None of the 144,000 were sealed in Victor Houteff’s time since all who accepted his message have
died, awaiting the Special Resurrection. Again, the 144,000 are “LIVING SAINTS” -- “144,000 in
number” (EW15). The THIRD step in the overall messages, the “third period” [VTH actually states
“THREE PERIODS” in 1SR32] sealing message (1SR32, last para.) since 1844 had to come to begin to
seal the 144,000, as the “living saints, 144,000 in number” who never die. There is no way around this
fact. Both Houteff and White taught this clearly as best they could in their time.
The actual JUDGMENT MESSAGE, THE SANCTUARY MESSAGE, CAME AFTER THE FIRST ANGEL AND THE
SECOND ANGEL IN 1844, COMING UNDER THE THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE, NOT THE FIRST ANGEL. THE
FIRST ANGEL WAS ONLY AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE COMING MAJOR EVENT IN PROPHECY. THE
JUDGMENT OF THE DEAD MESSAGE CAME UNDER ELLEN WHITE’S MESSAGE, THE THIRD ANGEL. IN
OUR DAY, THE SECOND ANGEL’S MESSAGE COMES ON THE SCENE TO GIVE THE CORRECT TIME OF THE
JUDGMENT (OF THE LIVING), JUST AS IT WAS IN 1844.
Mal. 3:1-3 -- "Behold, I will send My messenger, and he shall prepare the way before Me (a message
through Victor Houteff, Elijah-John): and the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to His temple,
even the messenger of the covenant, whom ye delight in: behold, he shall come, saith the Lord of
hosts. But who may abide the day of his coming? and who shall stand when he appeareth? for he is
like a refiner's fire, and like fullers' sope: and he shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver: and he shall
purify the sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver, that they may offer unto the Lord an
offering in righteousness." {2TG42: 30.3}
Victor Houteff, as Elijah-John, “prepared the way” for “Me”, the Lord Himself, The BRANCH (1TG8:24),
in a special message introducing Christ as The BRANCH (1955), the One who “takes the reins into His
own hands.” TM 300 -- AND WHO CAME IN JUDGMENT (in the heavens above – “NEAR to us in
judgment” Mal. 3:5) IN OCTOBER OF 1955 IN THE EZEKIEL 1 TRAVELLING THRONE TO BRING THE
JUDGMENT FOR THE LIVING, its opening, as announced to Davidians and SDA by Benjamin Roden in
that year and that month. Because Davidians rejected Ben Roden’s announcement that year, THAT
FIG tree, the Davidian SDA Association, became cursed, dried up and withered, exactly as the Ezekiel
19:11-14; Amos 4:7; Matthew 21: 19-21 predicted as a prophecy and a type. The original DSDA
Association did in fact “wither” and die in April of 1959, and legally dissolved in March of 1962.
Those who reject The BRANCH message --- reject their court date, the Divine Summons, and will
finally come up to a closed door at the Wedding, or in the case of the 144,000, the Wedding supper
and reception. Only the Wavesheaf Company will be given the opportunity to attend the Wedding in
Heaven, and upon returning from that event will gather the 144,000 in one year.
A Close Search of the TYPE in our Time The Advent Messages in Type for our Day
VTH:
The only revelation of new prophetic truth, subsequent to the Reformation, is the announcement of
THE YEAR in which was to begin the work of cleansing the sanctuary, primarily in behalf of the dead
(based on Daniel 8:14, but not then fully understood). As its announcement was made by the First-day
Adventists, it necessarily follows that they were the third group of servants with a new and distinctive
message. And as is well known, they started proclaiming it in the year 1833, announcing that the
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cleansing of the sanctuary was to commence in the year 1844. Thus in 1833 the clock of parabolic
time struck the hour of six. {WHR: 19.1}
The statement, "Again He went out about the sixth and ninth hour, and did likewise," in speaking of
the two calls, not singly, as in the cases of the two preceding calls, but conjointly, shows that the
"sixth hour" message and servants were to be CLOSELY RELATED TO AND ASSOCIATED WITH the
message and with THE SERVANTS OF THE FOURTH CALL: {WHR: 19.2}
The FOURTH CALL, in the above statement, as the statement below also evidences, would appear to
be the servants of the Ninth Hour call, the Third Angel of 1844. This example sets the stage and
example that the message of the “announcement” (1930) of/to the Eleventh Hour, and its servants,
were to be just as close, even closer together, than that of the two preceding calls, that of the Sixth
Hour servants and the Ninth Hour servants. This is a critically important Advent type for our day,
since 1930 and 1955. This example alone should show Davidians that The Rod message was an
“announcement” of a “greater one” (1SR234) to come.
So it was that the sixth-hour group and message, that of the First-day Adventists, AND the ninth-hour
group and message, that of the Seventh-day Adventists, FUSED INTO ONE BECAUSE THE MESSAGE OF
THE FORMER WAS IN ITSELF DIVINELY DESIGNED TO BRING THE MESSAGE OF THE LATTER TO LIGHT.
Moreover, as soon as the terminus of the prophetic "2300 days" (Daniel 8:14) was reached in October,
1844, just then Daniel 8:14; Daniel 7:9, 10; Daniel 12:10-12, along with Revelation 14:6, 7 (the First
Angel's Message
The White-House Recruiter
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in its primary phase), were first proclaimed by the Seventh-day Adventists' "saying with a loud voice,
Fear God, and give glory to Him; for the hour of His judgment is come: and worship Him that made
heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the fountains of waters." Rev. 14:7. {WHR: 19.3}
TWO MESSAGES !!! “closely joined to each other” -The CALLS AT THE SIXTH, NINTH, AND ELEVENTH HOURS, MUST BE SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE
PRECEDING ONES -- made by a special message, preached for the first time -- which would have made
it necessary on each occasion for another company -- "laborers." The nature of these messages also
must have been world wide, for they were sent into His "vineyard" -- world. The third call therefore,
represented by the sixth hour, must have come sometime after 1798 A.D., at which time the "woman"
was due to return. Just such a message was presented to the world after A.D. 1798 and prior to A.D.
1844 in the preaching by William Miller of the 2300 days of Daniel 8:14. Therefore, the message by
Miller was represented by the company hired at the "sixth hour." {SR2: 228.1}
"Again he went about the sixth and ninth hour, and did likewise." (Matt. 20:5.) Note that these words
CLOSELY ASSOCIATE "the sixth and ninth hour" calls, while the other calls are separated. The
significance is that these two messages represented by the "sixth and ninth hour," are to be CLOSELY
JOINED TO EACH OTHER. Therefore, the ninth hour call must come after Miller's work came to an end.
It was the Sanctuary truth, and the investigative judgment preached since 1844, bound in the first,
second and third angel's messages of Revelation 14:6-11. Therefore, the Three Angel's Messages
constituted that call in 1844. {SR2: 228.2} [Noting THREE messengers of those Three Angels.]
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This is the pattern of the messages today, Rob, just as Ellen White and Victor Houteff explained them.
The former messages EXPLAIN the latter messages, or the final phase of the Three Angels. Do you
accept this pattern of type within the Advent Messages?
Bro. Rob, you see, if you and all Davidians do not study closely the Advent messages in their initial
unfolding or initial phase in Advent type, then you will stumble and not be able to see the messages of
the First Angel and the message of the Second Angel in the Advent antitype, two messages “closely
jointed to each other”, that is, joined in time and circumstance where even the two messengers knew
each other, one following the other, just as Zechariah 13:7 presents, the two fellow servants, both
died unexpectedly, as did John the Baptist and Christ. Then we must bring in the Third Angel in its
latter phase also after 1955. And remember, both the First Angel and the Second Angel of 1844 were
carried in the SAME CALL in Advent type, the Sixth Hour call, presented by TWO messengers, the FIRST
and SECOND Angels. This is a near perfect pattern of modern type showing how the modern antitype
will unfold, beginning in 1930 in the repeat phase of the Three Angels. This is exactly the way The
Rod message and The BRANCH message, the “greater one” (2SR234) would unfold. Do consider
carefully. Bro. Rob, if you cannot recognize, accept and navigate the Three Angels in their second
phase beginning in 1930 then you have no standing in Present Truth today, you have no message, and
you will not be ready for the Wedding party going into the Marriage before the door is shut.
Response closing – The Messenger of the Covenant
Furthermore, Bro. Rob, because there are unresolved issues in your interpretation of the events of the
Judgment for the Living, not to mention a judgment without a valid “summons” for church members
required appearing (in figure) in the Heavenly Sanctuary for their court date, the actual date for the
Divine summons, you have not addressed the other remaining Angels brought to view in Revelation
14, after verse 15 (The Rod message), which you should have addressed long ago. I have addressed
these other TWO Angels, both the REPEAT of the Second Angel and the REPEAT of the Third Angel. I
have many studies on this but will not belabor this issue any further.
Moreover, you have not addressed Victor Houteff’s treatment of the “messenger of the covenant” in
two of Brother Houteff’s landmark comments on the topic of Malachi 3, that there were multiple
applications of “messenger of the covenant” in the TYPE, thus generating a multiple application in the
antitype. See 1SC4 statement below.
Here follows the explanation of the "messenger of the covenant" by VTH, showing the various
applications in sacred history, but particularly John the Baptist AND Christ. The TYPE is clear in this
application of the antitype. TWO messengers bearing two distinct messages, and the announcer
(message) passing of the scene when the final judgment message came in A.D. 31, so too, the
messages that came in 1930 and 1955 respectively, two distinct messages, Revelation 7 and
Revelation 18, two distinct angels, per the type and shown on three prophecy charts of Victor T.
Houteff. There is no legitimate way to say that those two angels are one messenger, or one message.
So it was in 1844 and so it was in our day.
IS, or was, Christ Himself the “Messenger of the Covenant” as Victor Houteff states in 1SC4? And if so,
then just WHO did Christ announce who was to come to the church after Him? A revelation indeed, in
type and antitype. This is the question of the hour. Who did Christ Himself announce in the Gospel
message? I will leave this up to you brethren to read for yourselves in the Book of John chapters 14,
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15 and 16. Even Victor Houteff wrote some important statements on this all-important topic which
deals with the sealing angel of Ezekiel 9.
A TWO-TIERED APPLICATIONVTH:
The fact that Malachi Three is again applied to two different periods, -- the one of 1844 and also to the
one in which the church is to be purified -- proves that Malachi's prophecy apprehends both the
judgment of the dead and the judgment of the living. CONSEQUENTLY, THERE ARE TWO SUCH
COMINGS OF THE LORD "TO HIS TEMPLE" AND TWO PURIFICATIONS, -- FIRST, THE CLEANSING OF THE
TEMPLE (SANCTUARY) FROM THE WICKED DEAD (THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT), AND SECOND, THE
PURIFICATION OF THE CHURCH (TEMPLE) FROM THE LIVING WICKED, AT WHICH TIME MALACHI 3:1-3
WILL MEET ITS PERFECT FULFILLMENT. The parable of the ten virgins is applicable to the latter. See
"The Shepherd's Rod," Vol. 2, pp. 180-186. {1SC4: 5.9}
As Christ was the "Messenger of the covenant" at His first advent; also Moses, while leading Israel out
of Egypt; in like manner, John the Baptist's message; and the one to the Laodiceans -- ALL FOUR WERE
COMPARED TO THE MESSAGE OF MALACHI 3:1. Here we see that the title, "messenger of the
covenant," referred to by Malachi, is applied to more than one person, IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE
PROMISES WHICH WERE MADE TO ANCIENT ISRAEL ARE NOW APPLICABLE TO MODERN ISRAEL -- the
144,000. {1SC4: 6.1}
Says the Spirit of Prophecy, "...It is necessary now that the minds of God's people should be open to
understand the Scriptures. To say that a message means just this and nothing more, that you must not
attach any broader meaning to the words of Christ than we have in the past, is saying that which is
not actuated by the Spirit of God." -- R. & H., Oct. 21, 1890. {1SC4: 6.2}
The word, "covenant," means nothing more or less than an agreement, -- promise. This being true,
Moses was a "messenger of the covenant;" namely, the promise God made to Abraham that He was
to deliver his posterity out of Egypt by a prophet -- messenger. John also came in fulfillment of
prophecy as he himself declared that Esaias had prophesied of him (John 1:23), and according to
Christ's own statement (Matt. 11:7, 9, 10), Malachi had also prophesied of John. {1SC4: 6.3}
As God had made a written covenant with His ancient people that He was to send them the Messiah,
Christ came in fulfillment of that covenant, and having brought a message by His teachings, He was
the "Messenger of the covenant." But the words of Malachi in chapter three, verse one, make plain
that BEFORE THE LORD COMES "TO HIS TEMPLE," HE WILL SEND A MESSENGER TO PREPARE THE WAY,
at which time He is to purify the sons of Levi, -- those who minister in "His temple" -- the church. As he
that "is filthy" at the moment probation closes must remain "filthy" (Rev. 22:11), it follows that this
work of purification WHICH THE LORD IS TO PERFORM AT HIS COMING must be accomplished in
probationary time, and long before the gospel work is finished, for He cannot finish it with the impure
"sons of Levi," -- ministry. This particular coming of the Lord is also predicted in Vol. 5, pp. 80, 690.
{1SC4: 6.4}
In view of THE FACT THAT CHRIST AT HIS COMING TO PURIFY THE CHURCH will not in person preach
the message as He did before the crucifixion, but send someone other than himself, how could He at
this time be the "messenger of the covenant?" THERE IS BUT ONE ANSWER TO THIS -- THE ONE WHO
BRINGS THE MESSAGE MUST BE THE "MESSENGER OF THE COVENANT," and when the Lord sends him
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he will fulfill the promise of Malachi 4:5. Having prepared "the way," the Lord will "sit as a refiner and
purifier of silver" (Mal. 3:3), "and it shall come to pass, that he that is left in Zion, and he that
remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be called holy, even every one that is written among the living in
Jerusalem; when the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion." (Isa. 4:3, 4.)
{1SC4: 6.5}
Comment – “prepare(d) the way” for WHOM? What is the TYPE and what is the ANTITYPE. This is
the most critical issue to answer at this time.
Furthermore, though the title, "messenger of the covenant," is applied to more than one messenger,
IT RIGHTFULLY BELONGS TO THE HOLY SPIRIT, and only for the reason that the Spirit of God is in them
are they designated by that title. For example, we call the reader's attention to 1 Pet. 3:18-20. There it
is stated that Christ went and preached to the antediluvians by the same "Spirit" Who "quickened"
Him. Being stated that He went by the Spirit and not in person, it proves that Christ accomplished this
by that same Spirit through Noah. Hence, Christ being the "Messenger of the covenant, and He being
in Noah by the Spirit, compels us to acknowledge that the title, "messenger of the covenant," belongs
not only to those mentioned in this article, including Noah, but to all God's chosen messengers in
whose message is Christ, by that same Spirit. {1SC4: 6.6}
Comment – Is there a TYPE for this statement above, and how does the antitype unfold?
It is for the fact of this union -- the Spirit in the messengers that the Word says, "holy men of God
spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. (2 Pet. 1:21.) Briefly summarized, the words,
"messenger of the covenant," mean nothing more or less than to say, The Holy Spirit in Heaven's
visible representative, or the invisible Christ in the message. {1SC4: 6.7}
TWO KEY POINTS:
1. “The Holy Spirit in Heaven’s VISIBLE representative.”
2. “OR the invisible Christ in the message”, and in the final application, Christ in a message bearing
the New Name of Jesus, a “six letter name” as Victor Houteff clearly predicted.
Both of these key points are present truth for this time. In Jesus’ time on earth 2000 years ago, He
was “Heaven’s visible Representative”, a member of the Godhead. John the Baptist however was
“Heaven’s visible representative” in a secondary sense or application, not equal with Christ or His
message, yet still a “messenger of the covenant”. Christ Himself was full of the Holy Ghost, sinless,
possessing the “invisible Christ in the message” (the Holy Ghost) that He brought, as well as the
“Spirit” He commended to the Father upon His death, which was the “Other Comforter”. Christ
Himself was also the “Messenger of the Covenant” in the ultimate and greater sense. But today, in
antitype, from 1955 until today, this could only be the “invisible Christ in the message”, as predicted
by Victor Houteff. John the Baptist was slain, his life to be resurrected and his reward assured, as the
greatest of the prophets, the greatest honor of all the prophets, the LAST, in the type, in the Old
Testament period. Since 1930 we have repeated that type, or in antitype, the antitype of John and
Jesus.
But Christ, the resurrected “visible representative” of the Godhead is the only ONE that can raise each
of us from a life of sin and death. Elijah-John’s (John the Baptist) person or message could NOT do
that, nor was he or his message ever to accomplish that ultimate victory and deliverance from sin and
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death. Davidians today believe otherwise, that V.T. Houteff’s message will raise them from spiritual
death, or even literal death, grant them the change of garment of Zechariah 3 for those who died in
The Rod Message since 1955, even those who rejected the antitype of Christ and His message.
Davidians today believe that Victor Houteff’s message will deliver them from the Ezekiel 9 judgment.
Only Jesus ever claimed He was “the resurrection and the life”, not John the Baptist or his message.
This is the ultimate issue before Davidians today, just who they think will deliver them and grant them
the garment change of Zechariah 3, yet devoid of “my servant The BRANCH” (v.8). John …. OR Christ,
Joshua the BRANCH; this is our decision, who will be our resurrection and life. Let every Davidian
decide who will be their deliverer for their eternal destiny.
I have quoted only about half of this 1SC4 study, but Rob, it would be very beneficial for you to read it
carefully and take it to heart. A message of Christ HIMSELF, a message that bore His NEW NAME
came on TIME in 1955, just as Victor Houteff predicted in 1SR155, and as Ellen White predicted the
144,000 must receive to be “sealed and perfectly united” in EW 15. Victor Houteff’ message in no way
broke the type of Elijah-John and WHOM he announced, the ONE to come after him, one message
announcing the final message, two messages, two messengers, again, as Zechariah 13:7 predicted.
By Davidians rejecting The BRANCH message, well predicted by Victor Houteff in 1TG8:24 and other
statements, they cut themselves off from the fulfillment of the Revelation of the Holy Spirit that Ellen
White stated we were to pray for in Volume 8:251. Victor Houteff also predicted this message in
1AB79, concerning the Messenger of the Covenant, “in the last analysis.” So, the Elijah is ONE
messenger, “the last”, as VTH states in General Conference Special? ONLY IN THE FINAL application,
“in the last analysis” (1AB79), is Elijah “the LAST”, for each application is by ONE Spirit, the Spirit of
Christ “in Heaven’s visible representative.”
The development of a final message, the Third STEP of Truth since 1844, revealing THREE sealing
messages is no mystery, not difficult to see and understand, as Isaiah 11:1 clearly shows, the Ensign,
the Root, the Rod, and The BRANCH, taught by Victor Houteff in Tract #8, yet Davidians hold to the
idea there are only TWO overall sealing messages since 1844. Yes, Brother Houteff speaks of the TWO
sealing messages up to his time as he discusses in 1SR 27-32, simply because only TWO of the sealing
messages had come at that time. “TIME and place must be considered”. Ellen White also states that
the 144,000 have THREE sealing truths to be “sealed and perfectly united” in her quoting Revelation
3:12, again, Early Writings page 15. The “living saints” today must study and embrace all three
message-movements since 1844. Those who think they can be sealed and delivered with only the
initial Third Angel (1844) and the Fourth Angel (1930) of Revelation 14 will be standing outside of the
door of mercy with the five foolish virgins of Matthew 25, who did finally go after and acquire the
“extra oil” but got to the door of the Bridegroom too late. In Victor Houteff’s time, his message was
the “extra oil” but today the extra oil is the entire THREE-part seal as Revelation 3:12 symbolizes, “the
Root, the Rod, The BRANCH”.
VTH:
Those who died under the third angel's message, keeping the Sabbath, are sealed with the Sabbath
truth, but the 144,000 never die. While they must keep Sabbath and have THAT SEAL, they must sigh
and cry for the abominations that are in the church, for otherwise they can not receive the mark by the
angel with the writer's inkhorn of Ezekiel 9, which is THE SEAL according to Testimonies to Ministers,
page 445; Volume 5, pages 210-16; Volume 3, pages 266-7. The sealing of the 144,000 is the
separation of the faithful from the disloyal ones; the purification of the church. Those who do not
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keep the truth, and indulge in the sins and abominations, who try to throw a cloak over the existing
evils, will fall under the FIGURE of the five men with the slaughter weapons of Ezekiel 9. {SR1: 28.2}
The Sabbath has been present truth since 1845, and being THE SEAL OF THE LAW of God HAS BEEN
SEALING THE LAW AMONG THE PEOPLE OF GOD EVER SINCE THAT YEAR. Isa. 8:16 "Bind up the
testimony, seal the law among my disciples." This has been the work of the third angel, and for this
reason the THIRD ANGEL HAS NO SEAL, FOR THE SEAL IS IN THE LAW, but the angel of Revelation 7,
HAS A SEAL in his hand. Ezekiel calls him the man with the writer's inkhorn who is to set a mark upon
the men who sigh and cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof (the church).
This is the seal of the 144,000, but all the saved UNDER THE THIRD ANGEL ARE SEALED WITH THE
SABBATH SEAL. THE 144,000 HAVING THIS SEAL ARE ALSO MARKED (SEALED) BY THE ANGEL OF
REVELATION 7, which is the same as the one of Ezekiel 9. In other words, it may be termed A DOUBLE
SEAL. {SR1: 29.1}
Comment – TWO seals so far, up through February 1955, according to the above statements. Ellen
White, and Victor Houteff stated that the 144,000 must have “Jesus New Name”, a message, also, a
third seal, as stated in Early Writings page 15, quoting Revelation 3:12.
Again,
“Note that these words CLOSELY ASSOCIATE "THE SIXTH AND NINTH HOUR" CALLS, while the other
calls are separated. The significance is that these two messages represented by the "sixth and ninth
hour," are to be closely joined to each other. Therefore, the ninth hour call must come after Miller's
work came to an end.” 2SR228:2
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE ANGELS AND THE ONES IN REVELATION 7 AND 18:1. These
angels are neither "ascending" nor "come," but continue to "fly in the midst of heaven." The meaning
is that these angels' messages are not as powerful as the one of Rev. 18:1, for John says he saw the
angel "come," that is, stand upon the earth. The angel mentioned here is near by, but the other three
angels are at a distance. This symbol shows that they could not be as powerful as the one that is close
by, but these three angels are flying and continue to fly. The meaning is that while they are not as
powerful, they continue a long time until THIS OTHER ANGEL OF REV. 18:1 JOINS IN WITH THEM, as it
has been with the first, second, and third angel's messages until now. {SR1: 21.2}
Bro. Rob, question: Did the Angel of Revelation 18 JOIN the Third Angel in 1930 or sometime during
Bro. V.T. Houteff’s lifetime? Or, did only the Angel of Revelation 7 join the Third Angel in 1930?
Very simply – Victor Houteff’s message was NOT a Loud Cry to the church and does not somehow
spiritually or prophetically morph into a Loud Cry message to the SDA Church after 1955 (theoretically
in Davidian thinking today), in part because the Revelation 18 Angel calls for a SEPARATION,
individually and corporately, as it was in 1844, which was and is the work of the Second Angel, not the
First Angel. There was no call for an organizational or individual separation in Victor Houteff’s
lifetime, and no Davidian since 1955 has called for a prophetic-corporate or individual “separation”
which would otherwise indicate the HARVEST has begun, same as Ezekiel 9. The Revelation 18 Angel
is a separate and distinct Angel, or message with a separate and distinct WORK, that of “separation”
or harvest.
NOTICE: The Angel of Revelation 18:1 is the Second Angel’s message, NOT the First Angel. Notice the
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message itself, that of Revelation 18:1,2 and Revelation 14:8, same Angel but different prophetic
time. These two messages are different. This proves the “difference” between the two angels,
Revelation 7 and Revelation 18, and proves why the two angels are depicted separately in three of
Victor Houteff’s charts. The TWO messages are closely related, but different and distinct. This was a
revelation and a TEST.
These references in particular show that the Fourth and Fifth Angels of Revelation 14, verses 15 and
verse 17, are to be “closely joined to each other”, THOUGH DIFFERENT ANGELS, different messages,
the message of 1930 and the message of 1955, just as John the Baptist and Christ were “closely joined
to each other”, in time and life proximity and in the judgment messages they brought to the church,
not to the world, but to the church. They--two, were even blood related. John and Christ. It is no
wonder that Victor Houteff states that the Ensign of Isaiah 11:1 is “The Old Family Tree”.
“What is the message? The ELEVENTH HOUR MESSAGE is none other than Revelation 18 -- the loud
cry of the Third Angel. Quoting "Testimonies to Ministers," p. 59: "This same message [The Third
Angel's] is to be proclaimed the second time.” 2SR230
Again, was Victor Houteff’s message:
1. The Loud Cry Angel’s message - Revelation 18 or just the announcement of that angel?
2. Was The Rod message the Revelation 18 message or the Revelation 7 message/Angel?
3. Did The Rod message call for a “separation” to “come out” -- from 1930 to 1955?
Davidians wrongly take this statement above, to be (somehow) a statement of fact, a declaration of
fact for the time, in Victor Houteff’s lifetime, rather than a prophetic announcement of a coming
event – meaning that any prophetic announcement by Victor Houteff, or Ellen White, is quite
meaningless to Davidians today! How sad. AN “ANNOUNCEMENT” IS NOT THE SAME AS THE THING
OR EVENT THAT IS ANNOUNCED! AN “ANNOUNCEMENT” IS JUST THAT, AN ANNOUNCEMENT,
TYPICALLY OF SOMETHING SOON TO COME.
Was Brother Victor Houteff’s message actually “the Loud Cry” of the Third Angel’s message or the
Loud Cry of the Second Angel’s message? ----- ANSWER: NO.
But Davidians say, someday it will be! Ah, not so fast. To get to the Loud Cry message, the Third
Angel no less, we must answer the question of THE OTHER TWO ANGELS after verse 15 of Revelation
14. We must identify the identity of the Angel of verse 17 then identify the Angel of verse 18,
questions that Davidians do not want to answer because they cannot answer. Lots of private
opinions on this question, but no inspiration, since Davidians reject inspiration today. Will the
repeat of the First Angel, The Shepherd’s Rod, be part of the Loud Cry message? Yes, it will. But to say
Victor Houteff’s message was any other than the First Angel is a false and blind-sided idea.
And remember, the Revelation 18 Angel is the “SECOND ANGEL” (Rev. 14:8 and 14:17) – not the First
Angel. A different ANGEL, a different MESSAGE, a different WORK, that of the Revelation 18 Loud Cry
message in contrast to the Revelation 7 Angel. Victor Houteff’s message was the repeat of the First
Angel, only. A message cannot come before its TIME and the Eleventh Hour message must have an
announcement, the “Pre-Eleventh Hour Extra.”
Victor Houteff’s message was the counterpart to William Miller, the First Angel, both phases of the First
Angel, the initial and repeat phase, and only the First Angel. Victor Houteff’s message could not have
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been the message of “Jesus New Name” because his message NAME was The Shepherd’s Rod – The Rod,
… not The BRANCH. Davidians will account for The Ensign of Isaiah 11:1, ALL THREE PARTS … either by
accepting it as the other part of the “extra oil” before The Bridegroom arrives and passes on to the
Marriage, or by standing outside of the shut door, knocking to get in. This is Ezekiel 9, the Judgment for
the Living.
When I was a Davidian, a member of the Salem Association in 1976, I was taught a perverted idea of
Ezekiel 9, as are all Davidians today, straight out of the spiritual play-book by Florence Houteff. I was
taught a wholly perverted idea of the entire Rod message as some kind of stand alone message, a
complete and final message to the church and the world, the final message to humanity, being only the
Fourth message, the Fourth Angel since 1844, ….when there are SIX Angels clearly taught in Revelation
14 to the end of the chapter, a textbook version of Florence Houteff’s idea of Ezekiel 9, rejecting The
BRANCH message, rejecting the date of the beginning of the Judgment of the Living, rejecting the
message of Jesus New Name, now 65 years ago. Time is UP, brother, sister Davidian! TIME was UP 65
years ago.
This is my testimony to all Davidians. Don’t be caught outside of the door of Mercy when it is finally
shut. Not just SDA, but DSDA also. Davidians were called to be Wavesheaf Company, an unnumbered
company, the first of the Firstfruits, the Vanguard. Seventh-Day Adventists will be called to be one of
the 144,000 Firstfruits. This was the message given to Benjamin Roden to Davidians in 1955. Last call.
All aboard. The Wavesheaf will go up, per the type, to be dedicated before the Throne in Heaven
according to the type of Christ Himself. The 144,000 will be dedicated before the Throne on earth when
they are gathered. What a high calling we have for those of us who know and embrace all THREE STEPS
since 1844. Since there are THREE more Angels in the last half of Revelation 14, beginning at verse 15,
which is The Rod message, then it is reasonable and logical to see that all three of those Angels, ending
at verse 18, are the REPEAT of the Three Angels messages that Ellen White first taught, was shown.
Brother, Sister Davidian, your eternal future is in your hands. Without the Third sealing message that
the Book of Revelation 3:12, Ellen White and Victor Houteff, taught was to come, that is required for the
sealing of the 144,000 (and Wavesheaf Company), you will not be boarding the Chariot. “Study to show
thyself approved …” The Wavesheaf Company must have the same THREE seals that the 144,000 must
have, to be “sealed and perfectly united.” Study and consider, prayerfully.
The Rod is NOT The BRANCH any more than The Rod is The Root (foundational message of 1844).
Unless each Davidian will “behold My servant The BRANCH” (Zech. 3:8), there can be no “change in
garment” which is the Righteousness of Christ. The 1888 Message came on the scene with TWO
messengers and so too the two final messages, Rod and Branch, that comprise The Ensign of Isaiah 11:1.

TL Caldwell
www.theadventmovement.net
End of response – Part 1
In order to believe Caldwell’s ideas we must say that the Rod message did not have all the Loud Cry materiel
already and waiting. We MUST stand upon the “more sure word of prophecy” and not man whose breath is in
his nostrils.
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Summary on point 1 — Caldwell’s position that the Rod message is separate and distinct message
apart from the Loud Cry message (Rev. 18.1) is false. The Loud Cry message IS the Rod message , in a
world wide Loud Cry.
End of part 1…

Addressing Tom Caldwell’s Branch Theology, Part 2 of 2
https://elijahmessageblog.wordpress.com/2019/03/16/addressing-tom-caldwells-branch-theology-part-2of-2/

Much of what is presented in this part 2 by Rob Peralta is overlapping the various topics of what was
presented in part 1. Nevertheless, I will respond and bring some further light to bear on a few of the
various points without extensive repetition of what was the response of part 1 even though some
repetition may be needful. There are some new points in part 2 that must be addressed. TL Caldwell
The questioner continues (Rob P.), red emphasis:
Continuing with Caldwell’s words —
“Facts to consider:
1. Bro. Houteff mentions the Revelation 18 Angel just the same as Ellen White mentions or announces the
Revelation 18 Angel, or message, that is to come, not yet in existent. Statement below from EGW.”
Let’s zoom in once again on these words, “not yet in existent”. Once again what does the Rod say about this
message’s existence?
How do I know that the great day of the Lord is almost here? — I know it because the announcement of it
is here already, and because the message of the marking that is foretold in Ezekiel’s chapter nine, the
work of the Judgment, is already making its way throughout the Adventist world. I know it also because
the material for the glory that follows immediately thereafter (the material that is to lighten the earth
with the glory of the angel, the Loud Cry — Rev. 18:1) is all ready and waiting.

Responder (TL Caldwell):
This statement and point is well covered in Part 1. I will make this brief comment, however. Interesting
how, according to your thinking, Bro. Rob, Ellen White can mention the Revelation 18 Angel’s message,
the Loud Cry message to the world, and it somehow does not point to her own message of the Third
Angel from 1844 onward, “the LAST message of mercy” to the world (see below), YET, when Victor
Houteff mentions the Revelation 18 Angel as an announcement of its imminent fulfillment … it points,
supposedly, to his own message, The Rod, another phase of The Rod Message, supposedly. Again,
Victor Houteff’s message was ONLY the repeat of the First Angel, however THE REVELATION 18 ANGEL IS
DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE SECOND ANGEL’S MESSAGE repeat, as well as the Third Angel in finality, not
the First Angel. This, even though all three angels are repeated in the Seventh Angel’s message (Rev. 18)
since 1831, in finality, to the church then to the world. Remember, The Revelation 18 Angel is Angel #7
after the SIX Angels brought to view in Revelation 14. William Miller’s message was the First Angel.
Each angel has its own message, its own messenger, its own work.
EGW:
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The third angel’s message—THE LAST MESSAGE OF MERCY TO A PERISHING WORLD—is so precious, so
glorious. Let the truth go forth as a lamp that burneth. Mysteries into which angels desire to look, which
prophets and kings and righteous men desired to know, the church of God is to make known. { RH
November 17, 1910, par. 20 } Many many other statements similar to the above statement from EGW,
concerning the “LAST message of mercy” as the Third Angel.
The questioner continues (Rob P.):
Can we comprehend what was said here? The Rev. 18:1 angel message is “all ready and waiting”? What was
all ready and waiting? The Rod message! If we are to believe Caldwell, we must say that the material
(message) was not all ready and waiting , for it was not yet in existent.
Thus we see once again that the Lord’s Rod is what we are to stand upon , not man’s fairy tales and misstatements.

Responder (T Caldwell):
And again, we must understand the words “all ready and waiting” does not include the present time or
the time it was written, at that time, when Victor Houteff wrote those words. Time and place is
everything according to Ellen White. “All ready and waiting” points to the future. In a race, the
runners waiting at the starting line are not already running, not moving, but “all ready and waiting” for
the start of the race, waiting for the start pistol to mark the beginning of the race. Let us not loose the
language of what “all ready and waiting” means or points to.
Questioner continues (Rob P.):
“Every new message/messenger announced the NEXT message, the next PHASE, of the work (message),
with no messenger having the full prophetic picture until message #7, the Revelation 18 Angel. Each
message merges and flows with the one before it until one day we arrive at the “Loud Cry” message.
Message #4, The Shepherd’s Rod, was ONLY the Revelation 7 message, as clearly depicted on TWO of Bro.
Houteff’s charts, separate and distinct from the Revelation 18 Message (Angel).”
Let’s compare the above Caldwell statement with the Rod —
“Prophecy must be fulfilled. The Lord says: ‘Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the
coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord.’ Somebody is to come in the spirit and power of
Elijah, and when he appears, men may say: ‘You are too earnest, you do not interpret the
Scriptures in the proper way. Let me tell you how to teach your message.'” — “Testimonies to
Ministers,” pp. 475, 476.
There are two main points to note in these quotations: (1) that the message and messenger here
mentioned are the very last; (2) that they are to restore all things, (3) that there is danger for some
to make fools of themselves by daring to tell him how to teach his message — assuming to take
God’s place!” (Jezreel Letter, No. 9 p.1-2)
When we read the Rod above, we do not see any announcement of a future message after the Elijah
message, to the CONTRARY! We read that this message is the “very last” to come to the remnant people
of God. And further those who teach that “another” message or messages come after the “very last”
message are fulfilling prophecy — “make fools of themselves by daring to tell him how to teach his
message — assuming to take God’s place!”
Further we have more evidence of the Rod being the last message to the church–
“..the Elijah of the great and dreadful day of the Lord, the last prophet to the church of this day,
comes in the same spirit and power, to prepare the way for the Lord’s second advent.” (GCS, p.32)
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“Since the promised Elijah is to be the last prophet to the church today, as John the Baptist was
the last prophet to the church in his day, and since the last work on earth is the Judgment for the
Living, the truth stands forth like the light of day that Elijah’s message is the message of the Judgment
for the Living, the last, which in the very nature of the gospel is of far more importance and consequence
than any other message ever borne to a people.” (GCS, p.23-24)

Responder (T Caldwell):
This point, above, was well covered in part 1. Victor Houteff uses the word “announcement” many
times, quoted by me in part 1, pertaining to his own message, The Rod. This is a fact. What did Victor
Houteff mean when he used the world “announcement”? Since Victor Houteff did not give the actual
opening date for the Judgment of the Living, which begins Ezekiel 9 sealing, then he only had the
“announcement” of the JOL message, not that actual message of the JOL, just as in William Miller’s time.
It was the Second Angel that gave the correct date for the opening of the Judgment in 1844 and it was
the Third Angel that actually brought the message of the Sanctuary in Heaven, the Judgment for the
Dead. Since Victor Houteff did not give the date for the Judgment of the Living then he had an
incomplete message, to be complete only in the coming “greater one” (1SR234), the greater message
that would give the actual beginning date. The BRANCH message was and is the REPEAT of the Second
Angel (1955), then comes the Third Angel repeat. But Davidians today choose to ignore this fact, this
type, this truth, that the unfolding of the former Angels of Revelation 14, the first Three Angels from
1831 to 1844, is an example and pattern of the unfolding of the latter Three Angels of Revelation 14,
from verse 15 onward.
Questioner continues (Rob P.):
Whoa, in order to believe Caldwell we must throw out this inspired word! The Elijah (singular) and
his message is the “last” one, the last prophet to the SDA church. Caldwell has to make us believe it says “not
very last”. For he teaches that more messages comes after this “last” message and more prophets are to come
after the Rod declares only one “last prophet” –the Elijah.
“Bro. Peralta, yes, the Elijah message, and person, “in the last analysis” (1AB79) does restore all things
(Mal 4:5), even the Kingdom. Brother Houteff’s work did not seal or gather the 144,000, which is easy
enough to prove, nor did he establish the Kingdom…”
False once more. Bro. Houteff’s work , as we all know was that of the Elijah message (Mal. 4:5), yet what did
the Rod call the Elijah message?
“The prophet, or the message is called, Elijah, “with the spirit and the power of Elijah.”(SRod, vol. 1, p.47)
In Answerer, vol. 3, p.20-23, the Rod says that the message is —“the only one ordained to lead the latter
day church..into the land of promise.”
So Caldwell’s statement that VTH’s work did not seal the 144,000 is a lack of understanding of the message.
For we see that the MESSAGE is what seals the 144,000, not just VTH as the Elijah. Same goes for the
Kingdom, it is the MESSAGE that restores the Kingdom.

Responder (T Caldwell):
Of course, the 144,000 are sealed by the second sealing message (1930 to 1955) since the message, The
Rod, continues until this day and is expressly concerning the Revelation Angel, the sealing angel for the
144,000. That said, all those who lived and studied under Victor Houteff who still believe the message
today, with the exception of two very old Davidians today, were not sealed as one “OF” the 144,000 but
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one “with”, since the 144,000 are “living saints 144,000 in number”. None of the 144,000 were sealed
during Victor Houteff’s life. Sometime after 1955 the 144,000 are sealed as “living saints”, those who
never die. All those Davidians in Victor Houteff’s time have long been laid to rest so they cannot be part
of the “living saints” among the 144,000. This is a very simple fact to understand.
Rob, only “a close search of the TYPE will clear the truth”, and you have ignored the primary type here,
in what Victor Houteff taught is “the Elijah” message. That type is John the Baptist and “then came
Christ” Rob, you refuse the close search of the type. Here is the statement that must be reconciled:
With each approaching hour for the Truth to advance, came first one prophet, THEN ANOTHER, in a long
succession ending with John the Baptist. THEN CAME CHRIST, the apostles, the reformers, William Miller,
and Sister White, each one in turn teaching truths which could not be borne out entirely by the writings
of any one predecessor. To find all the Truth thus progressively revealed, the writings of all must be
collaborated. {ABN2: 80.4}
There is no such thing as an ‘only’ one Elijah or only one “messenger of the covenant” – so stated by
Victor Houteff in 1SC4, quoted in part 1, pages 32 and 33 of part 1. The Davidian message TODAY is
completely Christ-less. John the Baptist, in the type, did not have a complete message without Christ’s
first advent in his time, in John the Baptist’s time. The same is true today. Victor Houetff stated clearly
his message and ministry was the counterpart to John the Baptist. Remember, brethren, TWO types of
Elijah, 1) that of Elijah-John and 2) Elijah-Christ, per the 1SC4 statement and the TYPE. Two men, one
preparing the way for the final one, one greater, one lesser. The Rod message itself was to “merge with
a greater” (1SR234). The Rod message was the lessor message, but Davidians today will not hear such a
thing. But the type bears out this truth.
Questioner continues (Rob P.):
“If you would, please list the “all things” that The Rod message restored, and I would likely add a few
items myself that you missed or have not yet been restored. Come let us reason together.”
Once more this statement assumes that because VTH is dead, no restoration is done or there is no progress of
completion yet. We go back to the inspired word. The MESSAGE is doing its intended work of restoration and
will continue onto the Kingdom where the complete restoration will be made, a “new heart” and the land
rebuilt, etc. The co-mingling of the wheat and tares cannot effect God’s true reformation now, but once they
are removed THEN the MESSAGE effects “all things” restored. The following word of the Lord clearly says
this–
“Therefore say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Although I have cast them far off among the heathen, and
although I have scattered them among the countries, yet will I be to them as a little sanctuary in the
countries where they shall come. Therefore say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; I will even gather you from the
people, and assemble you out of the countries where ye have been scattered, and I will give you the land
of Israel. And they shall come thither, and they shall take away all the detestable things thereof and all
the abominations thereof from thence. And I will give them one heart, and I will put a new spirit within
you; and I will take the stony heart out of their flesh, and will give them an heart of flesh: That they may
walk in my statutes, and keep mine ordinances, and do them: and they shall be my people, and I will be
their God.”(Ezekiel 11:16-20)

Responder (T Caldwell):
True indeed, Rob, that the message brought through Brother Victor Houteff is still working today in the
numerous truths that lighten our pathway as well as restoring the old paths, directing our steps to The
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Kingdom, but let us not forget, Brother Houteff’s message is still announcing the “revival and
reformation” that he predicted was coming according to the 430 year application at the end of his
ministry, his life. Without that “revival and reformation” (1TG8:24) there can be no sealing of the
“living saints” nor any fulfillment of the message that reveals “Jesus New Name”, a “six letter name” as
stated in 1SR155.
Questioner continues (Rob P.):
“Nevertheless, Bro. Houteff’s message was the second sealing message since 1844, that Ellen White
indicates in her EW15 statement, as she quotes Revelation 3:12. Total of three sealing messages,
contained in a total of Seven Angels since 1844.”
Let us notice Caldwell’s teaching and interpretation here. First, Bro. Houteff’s message was the second
sealing message since 1844.”
This is utter private construction of the Rod message! No where does the Rod teach that it is the “second
sealing message”, no where does it ever say such words. We challenge Caldwell to give us a Rod reference that
says “second sealing message” in regard to the Rod. The ONLY way one gets that understanding is PRIVATE
CONSTRUCTION of the Scriptures, forbidden by the Lord (2 Peter 1:20)
Here is how private construction works —
1. The author has an agenda, or purpose which he must convey
2. They commence their study of the word of God (Bible, SOP and the Rod)
3. They find certain references and then construct them with other references and then
magically it seems to portray what the author wants to get across.
4. But they ignore straight clear passages that clearly teach opposite of their construction idea.
So they conveniently cancel these out for the more ambiguous construction of their idea.
5. In other words, plain simple clear texts are discarded for a construction of references made
to imply a certain idea. For example, in Jezreel Letter, no. 9, p.1, the Lord’s Elijah prophet
said that the Elijah prophet’s message and he himself, would be the –“VERY LAST” message
and messenger to come to the church. The words “very last” cannot be mis-interpreted
unless you want to destroy the English language.

Responder (T Caldwell): Rob, these general observations can apply to what you are
saying also. General observations prove nothing. What we must look for is “weight of
evidence” on the positions we hold. Victor Houteff stated (1SC4:6) that the
“messenger of the covenant” or the Elijah of Malachi 3 and 4, had multiple applications,
both to JOHN and to JESUS, and Jesus was the greater, so too in our day the Movement
lead by Victor Houteff was to “merge with a greater” (1SR234), which is according to
the type of John and Jesus, the Shepherd and “his fellow” of Zechariah 13:7. Victor
Houteff himself said nothing concerning that he was the “last” anything, but that he
was announcing one greater to come as according to the type, which is the only way to
“clear the truth”. Rob, which of our positions will hold up to close scrutiny according to
the TYPE?
Questioner continues (Rob P.):
Second, Caldwell uses EW, p.15 as follows —
“..his message did not reveal the THIRD sealing message that Ellen White applied to the 144,000 as she
states in EW15, the THIRD sealing message being the “New Name of Jesus” (Rev. 3:12), as Sister White
quotes.”
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Ok as Caldwell well knows the Golden Bowl is our source of Truth, and as he professes belief in the Rod
message, we go to the Rod for all statements concerning EW, p. 15 and Rev 3:12 to see what the LORD says.
Let us first see the actual words of EW, p. 15 —
“Soon we heard the voice of God like many waters, which gave us the day and hour of Jesus’ coming. The
living saints, 144,000 in number, knew and understood the voice, while the wicked thought it was
thunder and an earthquake. When God spoke the time, He poured upon us the Holy Ghost, and our faces
began to light up and shine with the glory of God, as Moses’ did when he came down from Mount Sinai.
The 144,000 were all sealed and perfectly united. On their foreheads was written, God, New Jerusalem,
and a glorious star containing Jesus’ new name. At our happy, holy state the wicked were enraged, and
would rush violently up to lay hands on us to thrust us into prison, when we would stretch forth the hand
in the name of the Lord, and they would fall helpless to the ground. Then it was that the synagogue of
Satan knew that God had loved us who could wash one another’s feet and salute the brethren with a holy
kiss, and they worshiped at our feet.”

Responder (T Caldwell):
“SOON” is not exact! This is a broad panorama of prophecy given to Ellen White in a brief vision. Time
is proportionate relative to the brevity of the vision, a general order of events.
Obviously it is important for us to know when it is that the 144,000 hear “the voice of God like many
waters.” For this shall give us the timing of when this “On their foreheads was written, God, New
Jerusalem, and a glorious star containing Jesus’ new name” takes place.
Notice that this new name is AFTER the 144,000 are all sealed. Has the 144,000 been sealed yet? No. Further
in looking at the statement we can gather no proof that the “God, New Jerusalem, and Jesus’ new name takes
place as Caldwell teaches –prior to Ezekiel 9 church judgment. No proof at all.

Responder (T Caldwell):
Rob, no, each of the Three points (obviously sealing truths) enumerated by Ellen White in her EW 15
statement represent a major truth, a major message, just as Victor Houteff stated that his message was
representative of the Kingdom message, the message that came in 1930. In 2SR184:3 he states “The
holy city, the New Jerusalem, which is the capitol and representative of the kingdom,” shows the clear
principle that each of the THREE sealing points placed upon the 144,000 (EW15/Rev. 3:12) must
represent a message, even as the New Name of Jesus, which Victor Houteff announced in 1SR155,
represents a message, and without which the 144,000 cannot be “sealed and perfectly united” and
without which the 144,000 cannot receive the second Pentecost to finish the Loud Cry work because on
the Day of Pentecost, in the type, the Firstfruits, the 120, a type of the 144,000, were “in one place and
in one accord”. In other words, they were ready to receive the Holy Spirit because they were all, for lack
of a better word, “sealed” and perfectly united. There is our type. The second sealing message since
1844 was Victor Houteff’s message since he brought the sealing truth of the latter-day Kingdom as well
as the sealing message for the 144,000 (Ezekiel 9), after they (144,00) have received the final (THIRD)
sealing message, “a glorious star containing Jesus New Name.”
This whole premise, Rob, of the three sealing truths encapsulated in the Revelation 3:12 three step
prophecy is not the least straining in reason, evidence or logic. After all, Victor Houteff himself presents
“THREE PERIODS” of the messages since 1844. On the other hand, your pushing these events far off to
the time after the final close of probation, mixing the two outpourings of the Holy Spirit, ignoring the
earlier outpouring, is exactly what SDA leaders do, very much straining credulity in pushing aside the
message by Victor Houteff. I do not wish to speculate as to exactly when the 144,000 are sealed
completely at this time but I do believe the sealing period for the Firstfruits (Rev. 14:1) began in 1955,
many of them well into retirement age now, those who read what they received from Victor Houteff’s
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printing press many decades ago and being sealed by it and preserved to be one of the “living saints”
today. Victor Houteff showed us that in his day there were TWO SEALING messages (1SR27) already,
but the 144,000 require THREE SEALING messages since that fact is directly associated with the sealing
of the 144,000 in various statements, and based on clear statements, there is obviously a seal pertaining
to “Jesus New Name” which VTH stated would come at the end of the 430 year period.
The Rod states concerning EW, p.15 —
Question:–“Please explain ‘Early writings,’ p. 15, about the voice of God announcing the day and the hour
of Jesus’ coming, at which time He ‘pours upon’ the saints ‘the Holy Ghost.’ Is this not at the time of the
seven last plagues’ If so, then how could the ‘latter rain’ be poured out upon God’s people before the close
of probation?” — {2SC7-8 11.1}
Answer:–We understand that God will announce the day and the hour of Christ’s coming at the time of
the seventh plague, at which time He will pour out His Spirit upon His saints, but this pouring out of His
Spirit is not the latter or the former rain of the truth and the power prophesied in Joel 2:23, 28, or in
“Early Writings,” p. 85, but rather a special manifestation of God’s Spirit — not to reveal to us either the
fullness of or to enable us to proclaim the Gospel Truth, but simply to fit us to see Jesus face to face as He
is. These facts are further attested by Joel 2:24, and “Early Writings,” pp. 277, 278. (2 SC no.7-8 p.11.1}

Responder (T Caldwell):
Rob, this point is quite important, as you quoted VTH above in 2SC7-8 11:1. We must notice what is
said in the quote and what is NOT said in the quote. First, the EW15 statement must be compared with
similar statements, where more information is given, in EW 34 and EW285, as well as GC 640. Some
statements from Ellen White, as well from Victor Houteff at times, are sketchy or not including all details
of events, particularly the time element. Ellen White’s comments in particular are devoid of any
mention of The Kingdom, save for the reference “As God … delivered the Everlasting Covenant to His
people”, which represents The Kingdom, the promise made to Abraham in Genesis 15-17, part of the
Everlasting Covenant in its first use, actually second use in Genesis in chapter 15 and 17. The
outpouring of the Holy Ghost after probation is closed, the final probation, for the world, is certainly a
special event, not at all the same (time) as the three sealing messages that the 144,000 are sealed with,
testing truths, prior to their being empowered by the Holy Spirit, the second Pentecost, to give the Loud
Cry message, just as Joel 2:24, part of the whole chapter that describes Joel’s ‘army’, the army of
Firstfruits who give the final message of mercy to the world. Rob, you have effectively nullified or
ignored the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the Firstfruits, the 144,000, for them to be empowered to
do their work in the Loud Cry of the Third Angel. There is not just one outpouring but TWO, at two
different times.
Victor Houteff states in the quote that this outpouring after probation closes is a “SPECIAL
MINIFESTATION OF GOD’S SPIRIT --- not to reveal to us either the fulness of -- or to enable us to
proclaim the Gospel Truth, but simply to fit us to see Jesus…” because the Gospel Truth of the Loud Cry
message has already gone forth and had to have gone forth by the outpouring of the Holy Ghost upon
the Firstfruit company, just as Ellen White states in 9T126 and in COL 119, 120, the second Day of
Pentecost, which according to TYPE is at the beginning of the harvest cycle, NOT THE END, not after
probation closes for the world during at the beginning of the seven last plagues or their end. The
outpouring of the Holy Spirit after probation closes is indeed “a special manifestation” of the Holy Spirit
to prepare the Kingdom saints for Jesus actual appearing in the clouds of heaven. Rob, you speak as if
there is no latter rain of power given to the Firstfruits, and Wavesheaf Company, after their dedication
in the harvest rites, then empowered to do their work, the latter of which Ellen White did not mention.
And when she uses the word “soon”, … just how ‘soon’ is “SOON”? “Soon” is vague at best. We are not
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given the actual time periods of what Ellen White was shown in vision and TIME is certainly compressed
in such visions, therefore ‘relative’.
VTH:
As the light focusing to this point clearly reveals that the Pentecost after the resurrection was for the
ingathering of those who were to die, there must, correspondingly, be a Pentecost for the ingathering of
those who are to be translated. And by the same token of logic, the wave-sheaf and the wave-loaves
must have a double application, each to the dead and to the living, together comprising the total fruits of
the antitypical harvest. {TN3: 82.4}
The apostolic Pentecost in providing the power for the ingathering of second fruits up to the beginning of
the judgment of those who are now dead, foretokened the final Pentecost which is yet future, and which
is to bring the power for the ingathering of the second fruits of the living, those who shall never die. In
other words, those who died prior to the final Pentecost are to be judged by the light of truth reflected
through the power of the apostolic Pentecost. {TN3: 83.1}

Also VTH states in the 2SC7-8 quote:
…but this pouring out of His Spirit is NOT the latter or the former rain of the truth AND THE POWER
prophesied in Joel 2:23, 28, or in “Early Writings,” p. 85, BUT RATHER a special manifestation of God’s
Spirit.
After God's church passes through the purifying process, then it shall be clearly seen by all that a lost
church could not save a lost world. During the second Pentecost every church member will be filled with
the Spirit, and as a result thousands will without hesitancy embrace the Truth for this time. {1TG29: 14.2}
What more need be said? Plenty -Since, as the statement clearly presents, the outpouring after the close of probation, after the seventh
last plagues, is NOT the “latter or former rain of the truth AND the POWER prophesied in Joel ….” THEN
we must conclude that the “latter or the former rain of truth and POWER” have preceded this event, or
preceded the “special manifestation of God’s Spirit” that prepares the Kingdom saints to see Jesus
actual visible return after the seventh plague.
Here is the statement from COL.
EGW:
With great power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus; and great grace was
upon them all.” Acts 4:32, 33. “And the Lord added to the church daily such as should be saved.” Acts
2:47. The Spirit of Christ animated the whole congregation; for they had found the pearl of great price. {
COL 120.1}
These scenes are to be repeated, and with greater power. The outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the day of
Pentecost was the former rain, but the latter rain will be more abundant. The Spirit awaits our demand
and reception. Christ is again to be revealed in His fullness by the Holy Spirit’s power. { COL 121.1}
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These statements show the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, “repeated” take place IN PROBATIONARY
TIME for the empowerment and protection of the 144,000, … not after their work is finished, not after
the final probation is closed! After probation closes for the Second Fruits of the harvest, then, the
plagues fall, and only then, is there a “special manifestation of the Holy Ghost” to prepare the saints to
see Jesus.
Rob, you can in no way show from Victor Houteff’s statement in 2SC7-8 that the “special manifestation”
of the Holy Ghost outpouring after probation, after the seventh plague, has anything to do with the
reception of the THREE-fold seal given to the 144,000 to qualify them for their high position in The
Kingdom and in the harvest classes, which would certainly be during the probation time of the church,
not the final close of probation for the world, because the 144,000 are FIRST fruits, that is, the FIRST
gathered grain (symbolized) in the spiritual harvest and they will require the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost to do their work in probationary time.
What you have attempted to pass off as the time element of when the 144,000 receive the three-fold
truth (Rev. 3:12) or sealing, 1) God, 2) New Jerusalem, and 3)“a glorious star containing Jesus New
Name” (EW15), is such a false idea of end time events I will need to spend a couple of pages or more
just to address it and “clear the truth” of it.
EGW:
After the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, thousands were converted. Angels of God that excel in strength,
clothed with the brightness of heaven, came to the help of the church, and swept back the forces of
Satan. The work of the Holy Spirit was not limited to apostolic days; it is not confined to any church, large
or small: the field of his ministration is the world. “He will convince the world of sin, and of
righteousness, and of judgment.” But the instrumentalities through which the Holy Spirit works are the
members of Christ’s body, those who believe in his name. It is through these light-bearers that the gospel
is to be carried to all the nations of the earth. { RH January 20, 1891, par. 8 }
The 2SC7-8 statement makes no mention of the three seals or sealing truths, given to the 144,000,
where Ellen White quotes Revelation 3:12 in EW15, as represented in The Ensign of Isaiah 11:1, a
three part revelation of messages since 1844, each of the THREE sections of the Advent Movement is a
test and a seal for the purpose of gathering the 144,000. V.T. Houteff taught about these three
sections or three periods of the general movement since 1844, which you are well aware of. See
1SR32, bottom of page. He stated clearly his message, his interest, was the “second period”. A third
period was to follow his message and ministry.
Rob, to date have we passed into the THIRD PERIOD that Victor Houteff outlined in 1SR32?
Exactly when and how did this happen? Who gave the declaration of the event, the message moving
from the Revelation 7 Angel to that of the Revelation 18 Angel, an Angel that gives the call to “come
OUT” either of the church, or of the world? Since when does the LORD do anything unless he reveals
His secrets to His servants the prophets?
VTH:
Will This Sealing Continue To The Close Of Probation?
The sealing of the 144,000 can not extend to the close of probation, for they must be sealed long before
that time, and it must close before the loud cry of the third angels' message. Early Writings, page 277
says: "I saw angels hurrying to and fro in heaven, descending to the earth, and again ascending to
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heaven, preparing for the fulfillment of some important event. Then I saw another mighty angel
commissioned to descend to the earth, to unite his voice with the third angel, and give power and force
to his message. Great power and glory were imparted to the angel, and as he descended, the earth was
lightened with his glory....This message seemed to be an addition to the third message." It seems in the
expression, "the angels hurrying to and fro," the author has reference to the fulfillment of Ezekiel 9; and
then follows the mighty angel of the loud cry of Rev. 18:1. {SR1: 35.1}
SOME PROPHECY “MUST BE DETERMINED RELATIVELY” UNTIL FULFILLED
Rob, you are running together a number of events, presented to Ellen White in a vision, shown near the
very end of time in a moment, in the most general understanding of the events in question. Rob, you
saying that the 144,000 are “sealed and perfectly united” after probation closes, at the time of the
seventh plague, or the beginning of the seven last plagues? There is no such statement. And what of
the Great Multitude of Revelation 7:9, …. Why are they not mentioned in Ellen White’s vision of the
144,000 in the final outpouring of the Holy Spirit to prepare the saints for Christ’s visible return? Why?
Because she is speaking of a time that applies to only the 144,000, their spiritual qualification and
empowerment to enter into their work at the second Day of Pentecost.
How could the 144,000 do their great work in the Loud Cry message, in the Kingdom, during
probationary time, if they were not previously “sealed and perfectly united”, with a three-fold seal,
which includes the message of “Jesus New Name” according to Ellen White and Victor Houteff.
And, in all of this, we still have no Davidian today that has thought to present the actual beginning date
of the Judgment for the Living, 65 years now after the last 430 year application, back in 1955 and 1960,
based on the actual beginning of the Protestant Reformation, which did NOT begin in 1500/1501, since
Martin Luther made no break with the Catholic church at that time, when he entered the University of
Erfurt. V.T. Houteff, in his 430 application, stated that “this date is not exact” (1500). There were other
430 applications, according to Victor Houteff, so stated in 1SR127, bottom of page. “Luther and others”,
and yes, there were 430 year applications even under John Knox, pointing to further developments of
truth, new light, that would answer to the other TWO remaining angels messages in Revelation14,
verses 17 and 18. The Rod message was verse 15! Why do not Davidians today talk about these
important applications that must be seen for what they are?
Rob, your application of Early Writings page 15 is near exactly what Seventh-day Adventists teach,
running all of the events together at the end of time, presented to Ellen White in a vision, in a moment
of time, without any details of their exact time, except they are relatively close to each other in
fulfillment in a broad stroke of the prophetic brush as it were. Adventists run all of those events
together, rejecting any message other than the Third Angel’s message under Ellen White, and you
expect us to believe that the 144,000 are “sealed and perfectly united” after the final probation is
closed, for the world??? Rob, such an idea, in light of The Rod message, either inexcusable ignorance or
plain dishonest. Victor Houteff stated that the 144,000 are sealed in the time of the Sixth Seal, did he
not? There are no plagues in the time of the Sixth Seal, nor at the beginning or mid-point of the
Seventh Seal, but at its end, relatively speaking.
VTH:
The sixth seal contains the signs of the times and brings the end of the world. And since the sixth
chapter of The Revelation brings us to the end of the world, and as the things of the seventh chapter take
place before the end, it is obvious that the subject of chapter 7 -- the sealing of the 144,000 from the
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tribes of Israel, and the gathering of the great multitude from all nations (the first fruits from the church,
and the second from the nations) -- lapses back into the period of the sixth seal. Besides, the seventh
seal begins with chapter 8. {2TG13: 7.1}
Comment (T Caldwell): Yet, none of the “living saints” were sealed in Victor Houteff’s lifetime, clearly,
since all have died, and since only TWO sealing messages were in existence up until February 1955.
Now, where does the seventh seal begin? First let us remember that the sixth seal brought us up to the
end of the world. Obviously, therefore, the seventh seal, which covers a number of subjects, must
overlap with the sixth. Let us note that the beginning of the seventh seal disclosed the Seven Trumpets.
{2TG13: 7.2}
While verse 3 points out that the solemn events of this chapter take place in a day of gigantic world-wide
armament program, verse 4, being parallel with Revelation 6:14, it reveals that they take place in the
period of the sixth seal, in the days of the sealing of the 144,000 and the gathering of the innumerable
multitude out of all nations, the seal that we are now living in. The sixth seal may overlap the seventh.
{1TG35: 20.2}
The Revelator, moreover, was told that the things about which he was to write, were to be "hereafter"
(Rev. 4:1) -- after 96 A.D., when he had the vision. And furthermore, the sealing of the 144,000 takes
place in the period of "the sixth" seal, just prior to the opening of "the seventh" seal (Rev. 6:12-17; 7:117; 8:1), shortly before the end of all things. {TN9: 53.3}
Comment (T Caldwell): The 144,000 sealed in the overlap period of the two sealing periods, sixth and
seventh seals, otherwise it would be difficult if not impossible to explain just when the 144,000 are
sealed. Still, it is just convenient, for you Rob, and all Davidians today, in an attempt to deny the three
seals, three sealing periods (1SR32) and the three seals required to bring forth the 144,000, to push off
until the close of final probation, in The Kingdom of Glory, the fulfillment of the “Everlasting Covenant”
to Abraham, all of which is abhorrent to The Rod message.
IN WHICH SEAL?
Question No. 36:
How can the sealing of the 144,000 (the first fruits) and the great multitude (the second fruits), both take
place under the sixth seal, as Revelation 7 indicates from its position between the closing events of the
sixth seal and the opening of the seventh seal? {ABN2: 65.3}
Answer:
Revelation 7, coming as it does between the closing events of the sixth seal and the opening of the
seventh, naturally appears to place the sealing of both the 144,000 and the great multitude among the
events of the sixth seal. But a careful study of the seven seals, proves that the sixth chapter connects with
the eighth chapter in continuity. So the seventh chapter is parenthetical, and does not restrict itself either
to the sixth seal or to the seventh. {ABN2: 66.1}
In other words, though the seventh chapter follows the events of the sixth seal, and precedes the events
of the seventh seal, the chapter itself is not to be taken as necessarily chronological any more than are
chapters 12 to 22 to be taken as a part of the seventh seal simply because they are recorded immediately
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following its events. The time of the events of the seventh chapter must be determined relatively, in the
same manner as must the events of the twelfth to the twenty-second chapters. {ABN2: 66.2}
Comment (T Caldwell):
In another statement, he writes, the 144,000 are sealed (marked) in the time of the sixth seal but judged
in the period of the seventh seal, certainly in the early part of the seventh seal (judged) or gathered and
dedicated, just after the overlap period of the sixth and seventh seals, as Victor Houteff states, a thirty
year overlap. I believe in a specific application concerning the sixth and seventh seals, the beginning of
the seventh seal, or the beginning of the overlap period between the two last seals. But I will not
discuss my view on this since you, Rob, would not be interested.
The sixth and seventh seals (periods of time) do overlap, certainly, and as VTH wrote in another
statement, all the seals and trumpets overlap and extend to the end of probationary time after their
active phase has ended, or the prophecies fulfilled specific to each seal from their beginning.
Even though it is not real specific when these events take place within the last two seals (periods of
time) as also the statement of Early Writings 15 is the case, we can in no wise think or apply the 144,000
being “sealed and perfectly united” after probation closes, during the time of the seventh plague or
even the time of the first plague. At that time the work of the 144,000 is OVER, done! Otherwise, this is
exactly as Seventh-day Adventists teach, just bypassing extensive prophecies of The Kingdom and what
is to take place in probationary time as Revelation 7 in particular presents with the sealing of the
Firstfruits. Just as he states above, some applications, that of the events between the close of the sixth
seal and the opening of the seventh seal --- an overlap period of 30 years, “must be determined
relatively” since there was not absolute clarity on the subject in his time or until the events themselves
unfold.
Furthermore, the statement of Early Writings page 15 must be taken into full context with page 34 and
page 285 which relates the same vision given to Ellen White concerning final events, not stated exactly
the same, presented in a very few words, presented “relatively”, without clear time and order of events.
Very little information is given in EW15 as to the actual time of the events shown, however, we must be
certain of one critical point that you, Rob, and every Davidian conveniently pass over. That is -If the 144,000 get that three-fold seal at the close of the final probation (for the world), and the last part
of that three-fold seal (truth) is “Jesus New Name” then how do you fit or square with Victor Houteff’s
announcement that the NEW NAME (Jesus new name, a six letter name), stated in 1SR155, must come
at the end of the 430 years? How do you square that hard prophetic timing with saying that the New
Name (Jesus New Name and the organization new name) comes at the time of the seventh plague?
THERE ARE NO 430 YEAR APPLICATIONS THAT LATE IN PROPHETIC RECKONING!
Rob, as I see it, you have serious problems of prophetic reckoning in your position especially on this
point, that the 144,000 do not receive the New Name seal (The BRANCH), or the New Jerusalem seal
(Rod message seal), or the seal of “God” (Sabbath seal) until the very end of time, during the seventh
plague! Victor Houteff never taught such an idea. No, not in 2SC:7-8, or anywhere. And what kind of
seals are they? Not connected to any message? I always believed that every seal, of the three sealing
truths, since 1844 was connected to a message. Victor Houteff writes about TWO SEALS or two
messages, up until his time, his message. This whole issue on the Early Writings 15 statement, as well as
page 34 and 285 must bear further examination by all Davidians in relation to all that The Rod teaches
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on the seals and sealing messages.
Furthermore, VTH gives the reason for the final outpouring of the Holy Spirit at or after the seventh
plague --“not to reveal to us either the fullness of or to enable us to proclaim the Gospel Truth, but simply to fit
us to see Jesus face to face as He is. These facts are further attested by Joel 2:24, and “Early Writings,”
pp. 277, 278” 2SC7-8
There is no sealing truth to be considered in the 2 Symbolic Code statement. It is only a final
preparation for the Kingdom saints. I am not certain why Bro. Houteff references Joel 2:24 and Early
Writings 277, 278 in the 2SC7 quote, since that chapter in Joel and the EW 277, 278 comments refer to
the Loud Cry movement, which of course is within probationary time. Just before the seven last
plagues begin, the Loud Cry message is finished, complete. And, in the Early Writings statements,
why are the wicked present who would violently rush up to the saints and thrust them into prison,
since the wicked are NOT in The Kingdom nor do the wicked have access to the righteous or to the
Kingdom in the Promised Land?

VTH:
Will This Sealing Continue To The Close Of Probation?
The sealing of the 144,000 can not extend to the close of probation, for they must be sealed long
before that time, and it must close before the loud cry of the third angels' message. Early Writings,
page 277 says: "I saw angels hurrying to and fro in heaven, descending to the earth, and again ascending
to heaven, preparing for the fulfillment of some important event. Then I saw another mighty angel
commissioned to descend to the earth, to unite his voice with the third angel, and give power and force
to his message. Great power and glory were imparted to the angel, and as he descended, the earth was
lightened with his glory....This message seemed to be an addition to the third message." It seems in the
expression, "the angels hurrying to and fro," the author has reference to the fulfillment of Ezekiel 9; and
then follows the mighty angel of the loud cry of Rev. 18:1. {SR1: 35.1}
Again, none of the 144,000 “living saints” were sealed during Brother Houteff’s lifetime.
Each of the Three Angels in the repeat phase “unite” their voice with the Third Angel when each one
comes on the scene beginning in 1930.
Questioner continues (Rob P.):
Question No. 266–Early Writings, p. 15, speaks about God’s announcing the day and the hour of Jesus’
coming, and pouring upon the saints the Holy Ghost. Does not all this take place at the time of the seven
last plagues, just before the second advent? If so, then does it not show that the “latter rain” is to be
poured out upon God’s people after the close of probation?
Answer–True, we do understand from the passage in question that toward the close of the seventh last
plague, God will announce the day and the hour of Christ’s coming, and that He will then pour out His
Spirit upon His saints. We do not, however, understand this outpouring to be the “latter” or the “former
rain” of truth, or the power prophesied of in Joel 2:23, 28 (as differentiated in Question 266), but rather
the final manifestation of God’s Spirit, not to reveal to us any more of Gospel Truth, nor to enable us to
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proclaim it more fully, but simply to baptize us with a fitness to see Jesus face to face, “as He is.” (See Joel
2:24 and Early Writings, pp. 85, 277 through 279.) — {9 SC, no.1-12 p.13.8}
So the context is clearly in the time of the seventh plague, not probationary. So this so-called “third sealing
message” cannot be placed during probationary times, for the Rod strictly sets the “new name” sealing as
during the seventh plague.

Responder (T Caldwell):
No, Rob, VTH does not set the time of the “new name” sealing during the seventh plague. That would
be unreasonable and quite impossible. That is private opinion to completely avoid the revelation of
Jesus New Name, based on the 430 year application and the organization name change that will
reflect the message of the New Name. Do you think there is a 430 application at or after the close of
the final probation? The sixth seal brings us to the signs of the times for the end of the world, and the
seventh seal brings us to the “end of the world”, by the TIME the seventh seal is ended, complete, with
the many events that will come to pass in the seventh seal. WE LIVE IN THE TIME OF THE END OF THE
WORLD. WE ARE AT THE END OF THE WORLD, BROADLY SPEAKING, BUT NOT YET THE END OF
PROBATIONARY TIME or the end of the Seventh Seal. Those who leave out the thirty-year overlap of all
the seals, the sealing periods of earth’s history of every generation and the truth each generation was
given and judged by, … those who ignore the thirty-year overlap, as Victor Houteff taught, will not in
the least understand the events of the Seventh Seal and when the Judgment of the Living begins.
Rob, you set yourself diametrically opposed to what The Rod teaches on this topic of the last two seals
(seven sealing periods throughout sacred history) and other topics of great importance, such as:
•

The TIME that the “extra oil” is to be most needed, that actual time that the extra oil is needed,
during the “Midnight CRY” of the Bridegroom approach of Matthew 25 (2SR183), which did not
happen during the lifetime of Victor Houteff, the TIME of the First Angel repeat, which The Rod
message was, in verity. The MIDNIGHT CRY of the approaching Bridegroom, coming in
judgment (the JOL) came under the message of the Second Angel, not the First Angel, both in
the initial phase in 1844 and in the latter phase beginning in 1930. The Second Angel’s message
in the repeat phase began in 1955. The Midnight CRY of Matthew 25 was the message of the
Judgement of the Living, the actual date for its opening, that the Bridegroom was coming in
judgement, to Davidians first, beginning in 1955. The Midnight CRY of the bridal party that the
Bridegroom was approaching was nothing less than the parabolic clock striking the Eleventh
HOUR beginning which is the TIME that the Judgment of the Living begins, which verily was in
1955, not during the lifetime of Victor Houteff. No event as important as the Eleventh Hour
and the beginning of the Judgment for the Living would come without an “announcement”
message. That formal announcement, in a message, began in 1930.

•

And MORESO, you set yourself opposed to what Victor Houteff taught as to the TIME, the very
TIME, he reveals when Davidians are to look for the NEW NAME of Jesus to come, which
according to Victor Houteff was “at the end of the 430 years” …. NOT, verily NOT, at or after
the close of final probation, at the end of -- or after the Seventh Seal has done its work. There
are NO 430 years applications that late in prophecy, that LATE in final events and the close of
Earth’s history and the close final probation. What Davidian today would dare think or teach
such an unjust and twisted idea of not only the time the New Name is to be fulfilled in a
message based on time, but that it would come after probation closes. Not even Ellen White
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hinted at such an idea in Early Writings relating to the sealing time of the 144,000.
Here is the statement I have quoted, so often, as did Benjamin Roden, giving warning after
warning to Davidians from October 1955 to April 1959:
VTH Isa. 62:2: "A new name." Indicative of the new experience they have passed through, which is
the separation, or sifting, as explained. God Himself with His own mouth gives the name so it
can not be counterfeited. The time the name is received is at the end of the 430 year period as
explained on the chart on pages 112-113. Thus, the church is reorganized under a new name.
The old name, being polluted, could no longer be retained. There is no one to go by the old
name, for the ones who were not worthy of having the new name have perished under the
figure of the five men with the slaughter weapons of Ezekiel 9. The name only remains for a
curse. In Isa. 65:15, we read: "And ye shall leave your name for a curse unto My chosen: For the
Lord God shall slay thee, and call His servants by another name." The old order of things being
changed. The watchmen who were unfaithful have perished. {SR1: 155.1}
Rob, the Davidian association NAME was POLLUTED finally in 1959 when Florence Houteff and
her executive council finally and fully rejected The BRANCH, the “revival and reformation”
predicted by V.T. Houteff, and when Florence’s 42 month false prophecy failed to materialize.
The DSDA Association became totally polluted, a spectacle to the Adventist leaders and the
church body. Therefore, “the church is (was) reorganized under a new name”, the very name
given by V.T. Houteff that would bring “revival and reformation” (1TG8:24), all within
probationary time (for the church).
Question: Rob, when did this 430 year time period come? Or yet to come? How can the church
be reorganized under the New Name when probation for the church has long been closed at
the beginning of the Seventh Seal, or when probation for the world has just closed, as you have
stated above in your comments? And what 430 year applications are YET to be revealed, or
fulfilled, based on the Protestant Reformation under Martin Luther, or John Knox?
The purification of the church takes place in the overlap period of the sixth and seventh seals,
that is, under the FIGURE of the “five men”, but beginning under the time when the “man with
the writer’s inkhorn”, the SIXTH man of Ezekiel 9, have begun their work of “sealing” then
“slaughter”. Both of these applications are “figurative”, yet literal in their final judgment upon
those without the “extra oil” of Matthew 25, those in DSDA and SDA who have rejected the
final TWO angels of Revelation 14, verses 17 and 18.
Questioner continues (Rob P.):
What does the Rod say about Rev. 3:12, which according to Caldwell is so important? Nothing. You can do a
Rod Scriptural index and find nothing mentioned about it. Which leads us to the question, does Caldwell have
a SRod Scriptural index? All MUST first read this to see what Inspiration says FIRST before we post on a
subject.

Comment (T Caldwell): Rob, Ellen White wrote about that verse, Revelation 3:12, in her earliest
comment on the 144,000 (EW15). Is that good enough for you, and all Davidians? Probably not.
Remember, Ellen White was the Third Angel’s message, which Victor Houteff came to “join” as the
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repeat of the First Angel. Are you saying that Brother Houteff disregarded Ellen White and her
comments? I think not. Victor Houteff wrote about the New Name and when it was to come, exactly, so
in reality, VTH did NOT say “nothing” about Revelation 3:12.
Questioner (Rob P.)
In conclusion, it is clear that Caldwell and similar Branch believers are very confused. Worse yet their private
construction and dipping their own pipes into the Golden Bowl will indeed come back to haunt them unless
they repent.

T Caldwell:
Rob, I see that your anti-Branch position, anti-third seal for the 144,000, anti-New Name of Jesus (a six
letter name 1SR155) is far outside of what The Rod teaches, far outside of the Golden Bowl. In the
modern day Davidian realm there is NO “Golden Bowl”. There is, by all Davidians today, only private
interpretation and rejection of Christ, whose New Name is The BRANCH, a six letter name.
May you an all Davidians apply the eye salve of “revival and reformation” announced by Victor Houteff
(1TG8:24) to “behold My Servant The BRANCH” during probationary TIME for the church, before the
door of mercy is shut.
In summary (T Caldwell) We are told by James White in his book Life Incidents:
“These angels illustrate the three great divisions of the genuine movement” p. 306
“I repeat it. The three messages symbolize the three parts of the genuine movement. That which has
appeared not symbolized by the three angels, though it be branded “Adventism” is spurious.” P. 307
Ellen White stated that the Three Angels would be repeated (EW259, 277, TM59) as did Victor Houteff,
which would constitute the “additional message” to give “power and force” to the Third Angel (EW277).
Victor Houteff’s message gave “power and force” to the Third Angel, as the Fourth Angel of Revelation
14 (repeat of the First Angel) yet it is the Second Angel that is mentioned specifically that presents the
greater power to the Third Angel as EGW states in TM59 and EW277.
In fact, Ellen White specifically mentioned the Second Angel in particular, to be repeated in TM 59 AND
EW 277. Victor Houteff’s message was ONLY the repeat of the First Angel, as he states in two places
that I have read, WHR37 being one of them. He never stated his message was the Second Angel repeat
nor did he state his message was the Revelation 18 Angel which repeats the Second Angel’s message for
the second time since 1844, or from 1930.
In other words, according to James White above, “the three parts of the genuine movement” represent
something more, or “symbolize” something, future events, future developments of the messages to
come, else there is no need to “symbolize” anything.
Here is one of Victor Houteff’s statements on this topic:
SECOND OR THIRD ANGEL?
Question No. 146:
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"'The Shepherd's Rod,' Vol. 2, p. 230, last paragraph, says that the Third Angel's Message is to be
proclaimed the second time, but 'Testimonies to Ministers,' p. 59, says that the second angel's message is
to be proclaimed the second time. Which is right?" {3SC1: 9.1.1}
Answer:
Among Adventists, the term, "Third Angel's Message," is understood to contain the first, second, and the
third angels' messages, but not so when we use the expression, "second angel's message." "The
Shepherd's Rod" is using the term, "Third Angel's Message," to convey the fact that the proclamation of
all three angels' messages are to be repeated. {3SC1: 9.1.2}
Comment (T Caldwell): As distinct messages, new messages, pertaining to the Judgement for the Living,
just as unfolded from 1831 to 1844. Only the Second Angel brings the exact TIME for the opening of the
Judgment as it was in the summer of 1844.
Hence, both are correct. The second angel's message is to be proclaimed AGAIN in the message of
Revelation 18:4; the first angel's message is NOW being proclaimed anew in the message of the
judgment of the living (Mal. 3:1-4); while the third angel's message is to be repeated during the Loud
Cry--thus making for the re-proclamation, collectively, of the Third Angel's Message, or three angels'
messages. {3SC1: 9.1.3}
T Caldwell:
Victor Houteff never claimed his message was other than the First Angel repeated, nor did he ever state
that his message was the Revelation 18 Angel. V.T. Houteff depicting the Revelation 18 Angel on three
of his charts does not constitute his claim on that angel or that message (Rev. 18), any more than his
depicting the first Three Angels constituted he brought those messages as well, long before his time.
The Rev. 18 Angel is the Second Angel, repeated for the second time after 1930 which is three more
angels, in direct count, from the Fourth Angel of verse 15 of Revelation 14. Sorry if the counting of
angels gets a bit confusing, but Davidians do NOT know how to count to FIVE, or SIX, let alone SEVEN.
The Revelation 18 Angel is the Seventh Angel message since 1831. Nevertheless, this is an honest count
of angels. Remember, we learn to count in kindergarten. It is most unfortunate when adult brethren
cannot count past four because someone, Davidian leaders since Florence Houteff, has taught them to
STOP count at angel number four – Revelation 14:15.
The First Angel gave the announcement of the coming judgment (JOD) from 1831 to 1844, but did not
give the exact time, only the year, with a calendar correction of that year of expectation, from 1843 to
1844, as the expected year of fulfillment of Daniel 8:14. Victor Houteff’s message did not give the exact
TIME for the opening of the Judgment for the Living, but his message did give the year, but it took
Benjamin Roden to show this TIME to Davidians, not only the year of the opening of the judgment but
the exact date, which fits the Advent type pattern of 1844, perfectly, since it was the Second Angel in
the summer of 1844 that brought the Midnight Cry message, because the Second Angel brought the
exact date for the opening of the Judgment for the Dead.
Since Brother Houteff’s message never gave an exact date for the opening of the Judgment (for the
Living) it is obvious there was ANOTHER message to come from the Golden Bowl to give us that all
important date, the Divine summons to appear in figure before the heavenly tribunal, by studying and
accepting the message that brought that exact time, no less than the REPEAT of the Second Angel. Then
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comes the REPEAT of the Third Angel, fulfilling the full COUNT of angels presented in Revelation 14 to
the end of the chapter, six angels.
The REPEAT of the Three Angels since 1844, beginning in 1930, calls for THREE more Angels to appear
and bring a message of Present Truth pertaining to the Judgment for the Living, bringing our total count
of SIX Angels in Revelation 14, which just happens to be the total count of Angels in that chapter. But,
Rob, you and all Davidians today wish to stop that count of messages in Revelation 14 at verse 15, the
Fourth Angel (The Rod message), which is not only against what Victor Houteff taught, but also Ellen
White and James White.
In closing, again, James White stated:
“I repeat it. The three messages symbolize the three parts of the genuine movement. That which has
appeared not symbolized by the three angels, though it be branded “Adventism” is spurious.” P. 307
This being an accurate prophetic account of our history in the Advent Movement, I must conclude, that
your presentation of the message up to the Fourth Angel, and only a ‘fourth angel, nothing more, with
only the repeat of the First Angel from 1930, Bro. Rob, is incomplete, and according to James White,
requiring “THREE PARTS” (in the repeat phase) to be “genuine”, therefore “spurious”, since you have
not presented a repeat phase of the Three Angels with -- no surprise, “THREE PARTS of the GENUINE
MOVEMENT.” The Rod message itself does not have three parts to it, yet Victor Houteff taught exactly
as James White did, in 1SR32, bottom of page, a three part movement, and that his “part” was only the
second part, or “second period” -- or the second sealing message up to that time, from 1930 to 1955.
Rob, you and all Davidians today present a “spurious” movement or message, with only TWO parts in
the repeat of the messages since 1840, thus, according to James White, a “spurious” message. Since
you and all Davidians want to think and teach that The Rod message is both the Revelation 7 Angel AND
the Revelation 18 message, you have presented a message of confusion since two angels cannot, would
not, come at the same time, just in the nature of the messages themselves, since Victor Houteff NEVER
presented a “loud cry” message to the church or the world. The First Angel of Revelation 14:6,7 was
NOT a loud cry message. Victor Houteff would have told us plainly if it was otherwise.
The sealing of the “living saints” could not begin until 1955, when the THIRD period, third sealing
message, came on the scene through Brother Benjamin Roden. Rob, I am well informed on these
matters since I can present a THREE-PART movement in the repeat phase of the Three Angels, to the
church first, or within church probationary time, that began under Brother Victor Houteff in 1930.
Either we must receive all the Angels of Revelation 14 and learn to navigate them honestly or we will be
left without the seal, left without the “extra oil” and to arrive at the door of mercy on time.
Still don’t believe me?
VTH:
Early Writings, page 277: "Then I saw another mighty angel commissioned to descend to the earth, to
unite his voice with the third angel, and give power and force to his message. Great power and glory
were imparted to the angel, and as he descended, the earth was lightened with his glory. The light which
attended this angel penetrated everywhere, as he cried mightily, with a strong voice, 'Babylon is fallen, is
fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every
unclean and hateful bird.' The message of the fall of Babylon, as given by the second angel, is repeated,
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with the additional mention of the corruptions which have been entering the churches since 1844. The
work of this angel, comes in at the right time to join in the last great work of the third angel's message,
as it swells to a loud cry. And the people of God are thus prepared to stand in the hour of temptation,
which they are soon to meet. I saw a great light resting upon them, and they united to fearlessly
proclaim the third angel's message...This message seemed to be an addition to the third message,
joining it as the midnight cry joined the second angel's message in 1844." {SR1: 21.1}
Comment (T Caldwell): Victor Houteff’s message was not the Second Angel (repeat), but the FIRST
ANGEL (repeat-WHR37), particularly because Victor Houteff never called for a separation from the SDA
Church, but called for Davidians to stay in her and plead with her. The Fifth Angel of Revelation 14, the
repeat of the Second Angel, did bring about a separation primarily through the announcement of the
beginning of the Judgement for the Living, harvest brings “separation” (Matthew 13) but also a
circumstantial judicial separation between members of the movement, the church at that time at
Passover 1960. The DSDA Association in 1959 was judged for rejecting Christ in a message, again since
1888, rejecting revival and reformation. That organization “withered” and died as a result of that
rejection of truth after 1955.
Such an important Angel, Revelation 18:1, would certainly have an announcement message to precede
him. He did.
Bro. Rob, what you have done, are doing, you and all Davidians today, are attempting to gather disciples
to antitypical John the Baptist, Brother Victor Houteff, rather than gather disciples to, and for, Christ The
BRANCH. You have blinded yourself to this greatest of types, 2000 years ago, when it was NOT just
Elijah-John on the scene warning people to repent, but rather John and Jesus – and Jesus was “the
greater”. John gathered disciples to Jesus, not the other way around, even though not all of John’s
disciples accepted or followed Jesus.
There must be “THREE PARTS of the GENUINE MOVEMENT” beginning in 1930. The first part of the
repeat of the Three Angels ended in 1955, February 5. The evidence of what unfolded then, “revival and
reformation” in the Spring of 1955, is a matter of record in our history.
Ever have your ears open to any claimant of Inspiration if you are not to repeat the history of the Jews.
God will not let you be deceived if you really hunger and thirst after righteousness, if you really want to
know the Truth, for He is anxious that you keep up with His progressively revealed Truth. There is
therefore no danger for one to be deceived by coming in contact with error, but there is a great danger
for staying in darkness by not coming in contact with fresh Truth. Inspiration's counsel is thus: {1TG12:
18.2}
"Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God: because many false
prophets are gone out into the world." 1 John 4:1. To keep this commandment is just as important as to
keep any other. {1TG12: 18.3}
I hope this is helpful to you Brother Rob, and hopefully benefit you and all Davidians.
TL Caldwell
www.theadventmovement.net
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